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Program
encourages
students to
go abroad
By K1rsten Bendt
MSU Public Relations
Students in the Honors
Program at Murray State
University were given the
opportunity to enroll in an
Honors Science Seminar course
offered this semester by Dr
Claire Fuller, a faculty member
in the department of biological
sciences. This course is typical
of an Honors Seminar class and
discusses many topics; however, the students in this course
will finish the semester with a
twist. Rather than having a final
on the last day of class, the students will be setting off for St_
John in the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Dr.
Warren
Edminster,
Honor's Program director, was
instrumental in developing the
program. Honors students are
required to study abroad and
Edminster believes it is one of
the most important experiences
they can have in their college
careers.
"Studying and learning in different cultural environments
broadens our students in a
unique way." Edminster said.
"Our goal with this course was
to expand the range of study
abroad opportunities available
to honors students and to do so

Payroll tax,
cutting costs
top items at
city meeting

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Thres
BUSINESSBBREAKFAST: Chris Hatcher. Murray State University's new football coach, was
the keynote
speaker at this morning's Business©Breakfast event in the Curris Center ballroom. See tomorrow's
Ledger &
Times for additional coverage

Measure seeks
to protect state
aid to schools
BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API The Kentucky Senate voted
Monday to inoculate school
districts from a potential cut
in state aid due to high
absemeeism caused by the
swine flu outbreak
A measure that easily
cleared the Senate would let
scho:ol chsUicts choose Lbeir
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Demi Forecast
By The Associated Press
Tuesday Mostly
cloudy.
Highs in the upper 50s. North
winds around 5 mph.
Tuesday
night _Partly
cloudy in the evening then
becoming mostly cloudy Lows
in the upper 30s. North winds
around 5 mph.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s North
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy Lows in the lower 40s.
Thursday. .Partly
sunny.
Highs in the lower 60s.
Thursday
night. .Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 40s
Friday. .Mostly sunny. Highs
in the ma 60s.
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Winters: Senate busy discussing tax measures
By TOPA BERRY
Staff Writer
irst District Sen. Ken Winters said
Monday that the Senate hasn't been
sitting still while their House colleagues worked to pass a $17.5 billion
budget bill. The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee has already' met to
discuss tax measures that affect business
Winters(R-Murray) said he is concerned
that some House measures will hinder job
creation.
—The committee heard testimony from
10 business representatives who discussed
how taxing businesses, including farnis,
which are already struggling would have a
negative impact on employment." Winters

F

MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — The mother of
Murray State reserve guard Picasso
Simmons was killed in a car crash
Monday,on the eve of the team's departure
for the NCAA tournament.
Freeda Simmons died in Nashville.
Tenn., Murray State spokesman Dave
Winder said. Her son is planning to go to
the Racers' first-round game Thursday
against Vanderbilt in San Jose, Calif.
Sinunons' mother, who ran track at
Murray in the early 1980s, was pleased the
team made the toumament, Winder said.
The bracket was announced Sunday.
"His mom was real, real happy that he
was getting a chance to go," Winder said.
"He just feels that she would want him to
go, and he wants to honor her in that way."
Picasso Simmons, a walk-on junior
guard from Gallatin, Tenn., saw limited
time in seven games for the Racers. who
went 30-4 and won the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament.
Simmons' sister, Galileo, has also competed in track and field for Murray State.
and their father played football there in the
early '80s, Winder said.

See Page 2A
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said. "Also. higher business taxes would not
encourage, and even discourage, companies that
are looking to expand or
locate in Kentucky."
The committee will
continue meeting this
week.
Meanwhile the Senate
Winters
has passed several bills
concerning
education,
agriculture and transparency in government. Winters said Senate Bill 163 directs
Kentucky Department of Education officials to develop teaching strategies geared
toward helping middle and high school

students improve their reading skills necessary to understand subject area conceptS.
"For example. science and math textbooks," he said. "College instructors were
noticing that some high school graduates
were having difficulty comprehending
higher level textbooks. Senate bill 163
will help align the standards of high
schools with the requirements of post-secondary- education.Senate Bill 180 address the shortage of
math and science teachers in disadvantaged areas across Kentucky by allowing
for an alternative certification process for
Teach for America members. Teach for
America is a prestigious program that

•See Page 2A
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NEW WALKWAY: Workers put the finishing touches on a portion of freshly-poured sidewalk down the north
side
of Locust Street near Murray Elementary School Monday. The sidewalk is one of many planned for
construction ;n Murray over the coming months
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Tourney-bound
Murray State
player's mom
dies in crash
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
.
city payroll tax and cutting costs:
were two of the biggest center.:
pieces of discussion during:
Monday evening's "revenues versus
needs" meeting with Murray City Council:
.
members arid other officials.
.
The purpose of the meeting was for.
council members to give suggestions about
how budget shortfalls projected in the next
few years could be reduced. Finance
Officer Alan Lanier said that the projected
gap between revenues kuid expenditurea
for fiscal year 2010 is approximately $1.1
million and that it would be close to that
figure each year unless something in the
budget changes.
So far, the city ha.s been able to get past
the deficits by taking money out its reserve
fund. As suggestions were made by coun
cil members, Lanier entered them into .a

A
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jII Payroll tax, cutting costs top items at meeting ...
-From Front

calculator to show in a graph on
an overhead projection how
much the change would make
up for the gap.
As examples of where the
city's funding levels already'
were. Lanier answered several
questions. saying that the property tax is 39 cents per hundred
dollars of assessed value; insurance premium taxes are at 9.5
percent; the city collected
$203,000 in business license
taxes last year: and the taxable
property in the city limits is
worth about $720 million.
Since
M un-ay-Calloway
County Hospital and Murray
State University do not pay
property taxes, Lanier was
asked how much the city misses
out on when either of the entities
expands and how much the
remaining taxpayers pay to
nutke up the difference. He said
that if the city were to lose
S500,000 of taxable property,
about $1,900 would have to be
spread among the population to
make up the difference.
Jason Pittman saggested mov.-

ing the alcohol sales MX from 8
to 12 percent. Greg Anderson
said he thought the city should
cut 20 percent in its operating
expenses. Robert Billington said
he th, ught the city should find d
way to collect more money from
the hospital.
John "Melvin" Bowers said he
thought he should bring up the
obvious issue that no one
seemed to want to talk about the possibility of instituting a
payroll tax. He said the way he
saw it, the council had very few
choices that would go very far
toward solving their budget
woes because most suggestions
wouldn't have much of an overall impact. At the mention of a
payroll tax, several members of
the large audience - mostly
composed of city employees applauded. When it carne time
for Pete Lancaster to spe,ak, he
thanked Bowers for being the
first to mention it because he
thought he would have to be the
one to talk about the "800pound gorilla in the room."
Lanier experimented with the
idea by entering d theoretical

figure of a 0.75 percent payroll
tax. Jeremy Bell asked how
implementing the tax would
affect the city's budget on the
expenditures side since he
thought it would probably
necessitate additional staff.
Lanier said he didn't think it
would require more than
$50,000 in additional salary.
Anderson said he didn't like
the idea of a payroll tax because
it would hit people harder who
couldn't afford it. He said he
thought that Murray had the
lowest unemployment in the
area partly because of the lack
of a payroll tax and he thought
the city would lose us competitive edge if it adopted one.
Linda Cherry said she thought
Murray had plenty more to offer
besides the lack of a payroll tax.
She said that whatever the council chose. she wanted to make
sure it took lasting steps to fix
the problems because she wanted to avoid doing the "same
dance" next year or five years
from now.
Bell said that despite the need
for budget cuts, there was a need

Attention
Parents:
Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2010-2011 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
flvirtf-rttetry School
1 W..1

f•

Children who will be five (5 years of age on or before
October 1,2010 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.
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Thursday/ March 18,2010
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
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Parents should bring the following items:
• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be auep red)

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A copy of the student's Social Security card
•A

Kentucky Preventative Health Care Examination form
(Physicals doted poor to Aagus t 4. 2009 cannot be accepted)
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From Front
recruits very bright college
graduates with high academic
achievement. In 2009, there
were 35,000 applicants with
only 4,000 chosen for the program.
"These teachers will serve to
enhance our teaching ranks,"
Winters said.
Senate Bill 175 encourages
transparency in goverrunent by
directing almost all personal
service contracts, memorandums of understanding and tax
incentive
agreements
be
reviewed and approved by elected officials and bipartisan members of a General Assembly
committee. It is seen as a way
to promote is stronger accountability in spending tax dollars.
Other bills include Senate Bill
176 which allows state government, local governments, and
universities to purchase certain
goods and services though
reverse auctions.
"A reverse auction is similar
to a regular, bidding auction,
except that prices go down via
competition," Winters sid. "In
a reverse auction the current bid
is public, and other bidders can
bid under the current bid to try
to receive the project. It is SiMilar in concept to an online auction, such as e-Bay, except that
instead of bidding higher prices
to get the itern, you would bid
under the current bidder to get
the project, driving the prices
down."
Agriculture related bills are
also on-tap including Senate
Joint Resolution 177 and House
Bill 175 which address the

issue ot bees and their important
role in the pollination of crops
SJR 177 directs the state's official bee keeper to work with the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet and local beekeeping
clubs to identify state-owned
rights-of-way that could be
made into pollinator habitat.
"The local bee clubs would be
responsible for funding the purchase of bee-friendly flowers
and plants," Winters said.
"House Bill 175 will also add
bee-friendly plants and flowers
to reclaimed mine sites. Bees
are a critical player in our cropcycle and these two bills are an
easy way to encourage the wild
bee population which in tum
enhances our agricultural production.
Meanwhile House Bill 251
streamlines the process of
recovering stray horses and is a
means
toward
keeping
Kentucky's notoriety as the
"Horse Capital of the World."
"Under this bill, the kindhearted people who find stray
horses would he able to find
homes for them more quickly,"
Winters said."When someone is
trying to do the right thing, government red-tape should not be
a road-block.
With only two full weeks left,
momentum is building."
Winters invites anyone wanting to contact him for question.s
or to learn more about legislation under consideration to call
a toll free message line at 1-80°372-718 I or 1 -800-896-0305.
Information may also be
obtained
online
at
the
Legislative Resource Center's
Web site at www,Irc.state.ky.us.

• A Kentucky Eye Examination Form completed by an
optometrist Or opthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1,2011
• A Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist,dental hygienist, physician. registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner,or physician assistant
will be required by Jan. 1, 2011.
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III State aid to schools...
From Front
highest student attendance averages from the past three years.
Those average daily' student
head count numbers help determine how much state aid flows
to each district.
Some districts hit by high student absences last year as the
swine flu spread were at risk of
losing some state aid.
The proposal passed on a 34-0
vote. and it now goes to the
House.
"It provides the school distncts the option to be treated as
fairly as possible," said
Republican Sen. Ken Winters of
Murray, chairman of the Senate
Education Comnuttee.
The measure is supported by
the Kentucky School Boards
Association, said Brad Hughes,
a spokesman for the group.
Without it, some districts could
be penalized with a reduction in
state aid for keeping schools
open during unusually high stu-

dent absences due to the flu, he
said.
The measure would give districts the option of choosing
attendance figures either from
each of the last two years or
from this year, whichever was
higher.
'It certainly is not going to
affect every district in the state
the same way because not all the
districts had high levels of
absenteeism to the same
degree,'' Hughes said.
Winters said it will help
ensure that districts receive the
amount of state aid they
deserve, because the calculation
would be based in part on attendance in a normal year.
The measure does not seek to
give schools a break on instructional days this year due to a
series of winter storms that
forced classes to be called off in
many districts.
Winters predicted that such a
bill would likely be considered
by, lawmakers.

•Students to go abroad...
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•Winters: Senate busy ...

to pay city employees more in
order to keep them from moving
to higher-paying jobs. He said
the city has lost a lot of good
people in the past because it
wasn't competitive enough with
its salaries.
F.T. "Butch" Seargent agreed.
saying that it bothered him that
Murray ranked near the bottom
in salaries for a city its size. He
said the city had excellent benefits. but he wasn't sure that
made up for salaries. He added
that it pained him to See some
city employees working more
than one job to make ends meet.
Pittman said that whatever
they chose to do, the council
needed to show the public that it
was iooking at its own bottom
line before reaching more into
the taxpayers' pockets. He said
there are lots of areas where
they could ask themselves how
badly they ne•eded something.
He also said that while the city
had badly. needed a new Public
Safety Building for a long time,
he thought it was ridiculous that
they' had to pay $200,000 just
for the design.

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

edger Si Tinies

Her expenence with the area
From Front
in a way that added substantial- allows for easy coordination and
ly to the coverage of the course navigation from place to place.
Also, her students will receive
content."
According to Edminster, the beneficial insights prior to deparfinishing touches are being added ture so they know what to expect.
to an Honors Program semester in The island is rich in biological
diversity' and provides limitless
Spain for Fall 2010.
Fuller currently has eight stu- opportunities for students to study
dents enrolled in the seminar. geology, archaeology, ecology,
Requirements to join the class marine or terrestrial life. and the
included participants being hon- natural history of organisms.
St. John is a small Englishors students who had taken four
hours of a lab science, were able speaking island; about 75 percent
to go abroad and in good health.
of the island is covered by a
Together. Fuller and Edminster diversity of natural habitats.
decided on the destination after Almost three-fifths of the island
considering logistics and leaming is protected within the Virgin
opportunities. Fuller conducts Islands National Park. part of
regular research on St. John, Amenca's National Park Service.
studying the rainforest and the
Students will be staying at the
natural living termite colonies. Virgin Islands Environmental
Resource Station (VIERS).
VIERS is an educational field station located within the Virgin
Islands National Pru-k at the base
From Front
of the Bordeaux Mountain in a
"Our basketball team is a fam- lowland Antillean tropical dry
ily." Winder said. "We had all forest. It is remote and rustic, and
designed for individuals who are
the jubilation of yesterday, and
interested in expanding their
something like this puts it into
knowledge about the surrounding
perspective."
environment.
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NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal Court is scheduled to
meet
tonight, Tuesday. March 16, in the district courtroom
at the
Calloway County Judicial Centci
• The Murray Planning Commission will meet at
5 p rn
today (Tuesday) at City Hall
• The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments at 4 30
p.m.
Wednesday in City Hall.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916
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Obituaries
Otis Colson
Otis Colson, 69, Murray, died Monday. March 15, 2010, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

Your new Facebook
friend may be the FBI

Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Wanda Sue Willoughby

Mrs. Wanda Sue Willoughby, 73, Murray. went to be with the
Lord on Monday, March 15, 2010, at Mun-ay-Calloway County
Dr. Robert L. Carlton, 91, died Saturday, March 13, 2010, at
Hospital.
Willow Brook Christian Home, Columbus, Ohio. A graveside servShe had been a school bus driver for the Calloway County School
ice will be Saturday. March 20, at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial
System for 15 years. She was the former owner arid operator of the
Gardens. John Dale will officiate. LH. Churchill Funeral Home is in
Murray Tailor Shop and a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
charge of arrangements.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Charlie an Cora Clark
Rowland; four brothers, C.T., Robert, Joe Pat and Hubert Rowland;
Alex Gajewski
two sisters, Nadean Hendon and Jackie Ellis; one stepson, J.R.
tunerAl ;Tias,, tor Alex Gajewski(Al Gay) will be Wednesday at Willoughby
.
11 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray, with Ft.
Survivors include one daughter, Michelle Leslie and husbarid,
. Jason McClure officiating. Burial will follow in the Allen, and one stepdaught
er, Sharon Warrnack and husband,
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be today Tommy, all of Murray;
three sons, Mark Ferguson and wife,
t Tuesday) from 4 to 6 p.m. at the church. A prayer Mirriani, and Chuck
Ferguson, all of Murray, and Nick Willoughby
service will be held at 6 p.m. following visitation. arid wife, Angie,
Houston, Texas; three sisters, Louise Bray, Mutray,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Jessie Hill, Ft. Myers. Fla.,
and Carolyn Garland. Union City, Tenn.;
ments
two grandchildren, Jordan Ferguson and Tara Leslie, Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo Catholic
The funeral will be Thursday' at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Church Building Fund, 4-01 North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev Sammy Cunningham and Rev. Kerry
Mr. Gajewski, 98, Murray, died Sunday, March 14, 2010, at the Lambert will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Eim Grove
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p m.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a retired printer and Wednesday.
bookbinder in Chicago, Ill.. and a member of St. Leo Catholic
Expressions of sympathy. may be made to Elm Grove Cemetery
Church arid the Knights of Columbus. Born Dea. 21.1911, in Fund, c/o Christy
Nelson, 835 Mayfield. Hwy., Benton, KY 42025.
Chicago, Ills he WaS the son of the late Alex and Eleanor Oczymska
Gajewski. His wife, Sallie Szychulda Gajewski, preceded him in
William B. Taylor
death. Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
William B. Taylor, 80, Huntsville. Ala., (lied Friday, March 12,
2010. A former resident of Murray, he retired from the Department
Mrs. Kala Rene' Weeks Thompson
of Physics at Murray State University in 1985 after 26 years of servThe funeral for Mrs. Kala Rene' Weeks Thompson was today tee. Preceding
him in death were his mother, Robbie Blalock Taylor,
(Tuesday) at II a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York and a sister.
Louise Miller. Survivors include his wife, Patricia
Funeral Home. Rev Mark Mohler officiated.
Taylor, Huntsville; one son, Brad Taylor, Evansville, Ind.; one
Online condolences may be made at wvaw.yorkfuneralhorne.com. daughter. Beth Solomon,
Calvert City, Ky. No public services are
Mrs. Thompson, 55, Farmington, died Saturday, March 13, 2010, scheduled. Expression
s of sympathy may be made to the Bill Taylor
at 10:45 a.m. at her home. She ss as a member of New Bethel Baptist Physics Scholarshi
p at Murray State University.
Church. Preceding her in death were one sister, Evets Haygood. She
was born Oct. 24, 1954 in Tulsa, Okla.
Survivors include her husband, Ronnie Thompson, to whom she
was married Dec. I 1, 1976; her parents, Steve and Vivian Harris
Weeks. Marshall, Texas; four daughters, Shawna Mohler and husMAMMOTH CAVE, Ky. flowers.
band. Mark, Benton, Tami Thompson, Paducah, and Tasha
Olson says the makeover of
McWherter and husband, Josh, and Kimberly Rogers and husband, (AP) - The land around
Justin, all of Murray; one sister, Marta Beard, Tacoma, Wash.; one Mammoth Cave is getting a the area will help the species
that once lived in the area thiive
brother, Greg Weeks, Shreveport, La.; four grandchildren, Garrett mtikeos er.
Honeysuckle and cedar thick- again.
and Emma Mohler, Kaelyn McWherter and Hadlee Rogers.
ets are being removed from
-The parts that were cleared
along Mammoth Cave Parkway earliest responded very well." he
Donald L Stom
A memorial service for Donald L. Stom will be Thursday. March in an effort to recreate the bar- said. "There is a great variety of
18, 2010 at 7 p.m. in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill rens the land around the nation- tall grass - silver plume and
big blue stem. And scores of difFuneral Home in Murray with Bro. Roy Yoakem al park once was.
National park ecologist Rick ferent species of wildflowers
officiating. Visitation will be from 4 to 7 p.m.
Olson told The Daily News of that are native to this area that
Thursday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Bowling Green that the area was have come back.Fossen Cemetery Fund, c/o Ruth Donelson, 1015 Rowlett Trail, originally- hundreds of square
The project calls for land to
Murray, KY 42071 or the Sugar Creek Baptist Church Building miles with tall grasses and wild- be cleared by heavy equipment,
Fund, 1888 Faxon Rd., Murray, KY:42071.
Mr. Stom, 80, died Friday, March 12, 2010 at the Tennessee State
Veteran's Home in Humboldt. Tenn. He retired from the A.N R.
Pipeline Company based in Cottage Grove, Tenn., after 32 years. He
was an Anny veteran of the Korean Conflict and also a member of
Russell Chapel United Methodist Chun:h.
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Sue Stom of Murray; three
sons, Michael Stom and wife, Debbie, Monty Stom and special
friend, Reva Miller, and James T. "Bubba" Nance and wife, Wina,
ROME (AP) -- The world's
Guinness World Records said
all of Murray: two sisters, Henryetta Camp and Leola Lafser and
shortest Man has died in Italy, in a press release He was bom in
husband, Ray, all of Murray; one brother, Mitchell Stom and wife,
where he was to take part in a 1988 with a form of pnmordial
Carolyn, Kirkseye six. grandchildren, Nikki Stom, Sheiby Brit-tram
TV show, the program's produc- dwarfism. He was officially
Parker Nance, Carlie Nance, Dillion Nance, Addicen Nance, and
tion company said Tuesday.
measured in March 2008.
Cluis Swift; two great-grandchildren, Katie and Michael Swift;
He Pingping, of China, who
He was taken to a hospital
extended family, Jace Holien and Will Schwenman, as well as sevwas 2 feet, 5.37 inches (74.6 .March 3 after he fell
while
eral nieces and nephew's.
centimeters) tall, had become a rehearsing the Italian program
Mr. Stom was preceded in death by his parents, Earl and Mable
recogniz.ed figure across the "The Record Shcw," Marco
Donna Jones Stum; a son, Marty Lynn Stom, and a sister, Earleen
world, often taking part in Fernandez
de
Araoz
of
Thurmond.
shows. photo shoots and other Europroduzione said.
events, Guinness World Records'
After twii clays. He was transLouis Monroe Graham
said.
ferred to intensive care, where
MADISON HEIGHTS, Mich. -- LOWS Monroe Graham, 94,
Craig Glenday, the Guinness he .avas found to ha.ve a heart
Madison Heights. Mich., died Wednesday, March 10, 2010, at 8 p.m. World Records editor-in-ch
ief. condition and high cholesterol,
at his home.
said He v.as "an inspiration to said Fernandez de Araoz. He
He was a member.of Tabernacle Church in Michigan and a for- anyone considered
different or said the hospital, where he died,
mer Murray State College basketball player. He played briefly for unusual" arid "showed
us that. has so far given as his cause of
the Pittsburgh Pirates. He was known as -Leaping Lulu- and was despite the challenges
we face. death the heart condition.
one of the former "Five Aces."
we can still make the most out of
The man's body will be
Preceding him in death was his wife. Essie Hale Graham.
life."
flown to China soon once the
Survivors include one daughter, Barbara Godsey; two grandchilHe died Saturday in Rome. paperwork is ready, Fernandez
dren, Brian Godsey and Brenda Paye and husband, Todd; eight according to the
TV production de Araoz
great-grandchildren, two great-great-grancichildren, all of Michigan; company Europroduz
ione.
one brother, Carlton Graham and wife, Ellen, Grahamville, Ky.
A graveside service was heid Monday, March 15, 2010, at
Hoperoft Cemetery with Pastor Yokel officiating. Burial was in the
Oakview Cemetery- in Michigan. Hoperoft Funeral Home of
Madison Heights, Mich , was in charge of arrangements.

Dr. Robert L. Carlton
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WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Feds are on Facebook. And
MySpace, Linkedln and INvitter,
too.
U.S. law enforcement agents
are following the rest of the
Internet world into popular
social-networking
services,
going undercover with false
online profiles to communicate
with suspects and gather pnyate
information, according to an
internal Justice Department doc
ument that offers a tantalizing
glimpse of issues related to pnvacy and cnme-fighting
Think you know who's
behind that "friend" request'
Think again. Your new "fnend"
just might be the FBI.
The document, obtained in a
Freedom of Information Act
lawsuit, makes clear that U.S.
agents are already logging on
surreptitiously to exchange messages with suspects. identify a
target's friends or relatives and
browse private information such
as postings, personal photographs and video clips.
Among other purposes
Investigators can check suspects' alibis by comparing stones told to police with tweets
sent at the sante time about their
whereabouts. Online photos

Mammoth Cave area getting a makeover
then allowing growth to return
naturally. Olson says the current
work should bc done by the end
of March or early April.
Olson noted the area known
as the Barrens and later Barren
County'got those names because
settlers thought the land was too
infertile to grow trees.
They didn't know that Native
Amencans had frequently
burned it to keep it open. Later,
the hundreds of square miles
becarne farms.
As a result, Olson said. hun-

Mrs. Mary Louise Richardson
Mrs. Mary Louise Richardson, 85, Bowling Green, died at 9:16
a.m., Sunday, March 14, 2010, in Bowling Green. Born October 1.
1924. she was the daughter of the late John Edward Blackford and
Rosa Gertrude Ragar Blackford. She was preceded in death by her
husband. William F. Richardson. one son, William Dean
Richardson; and one brother, Ernest Blackford.
The Auburn,(Logan County) Kentucky native was a graduate of
Aubum High School, a homemaker and a member of Broadway
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two daughters. janie McReynolds and husband, Stan, Bowling Green, and Betty Sue Howard arid husband,
Philip. Cadiz; two brothers, Joe Blackford, Murray, and Eugene
Blackford, Russellville; three grandchildren. Jennifer Brooke Hazel,
Sherman Oaks, Calif., Denise Howard and husband, Joe, Bowling
Green, and Layne Catttryn Bruner and husband, William Manuel,
Austin, Texas; three great grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews..
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the Lewisburg United
Methodist Church, Lewisburg. Burial will follow in the Lewisburg
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday) at the
Johnson-Vaughn-Phelps Funeral Home, 901 Fairview Ave..
Bowling Green, arid from noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alzheimer's
Association, Greater Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter,
Kaden Tower, 6100 Dutchman's Lane, STE 401, Louisville, KY'
40205-3284 or to the American Cancer Society, 952 Fairviess
Avenue, STE 4, Bowling Green, KY 42101.

Hubbard appointed to
volunteerism commission

Staff Report
Gov. Beshear has appointed
Mary. Sue Hubbard of Murray. to
the Kentucky Comniission on
Community Volunteerism and
Services to serve for a terrn
expiring Jan. 3, 2013.
Hubbard is a nurse. performance improvement coordinator
and risk manager for the
Murray-Calloway
County

Hospital. The appointment
replaces Brandi Rene List,
whose term has expired.
Other appointments to the
commission included William
Kevin Mays of Bowling Green,
William Wootson Farmer Jr., of
Lexington, Cornelia "Neal"
Vaughan of Lexington and
Martha Cash
Presler of
Princeton.

ems counting health votes
Vv'ASHINGTON (AP) -Democratic congressional leaders showed signs of progress
Monday in winning anti-abortion Democrats whose votes are
pivotal to President Barack
Obama's fiercely contested
remake of the health care system.
Obama expressed optimism
Congress would approve his call
for affordable and nearly univer-

sal coverage as he pitched his
plan on a trip to Ohio, while
Republican Sen. Jim DeMint of
South Carolina, arnong the bill's
sharpest opponents, said he was
"less confident" than before that
it could be stopped.
"They'd have to be remarkable people not to fall under the
kind of pressure they'll be
under," DeMint said of rankand-file Democrats.

Man charged after baby found in oven
at 5 p m
4 30 p m

dreds of native species that uset1
to thrive on the grasslands ha*
no place to grow.
Heavy cedar thickets th4t
have grown up in the park ark
being tom out. Volunteers &nit
Vanderbilt
University
anti
Boston University are uprooti4
about two acres of honeysuckle
during their spring breaki.
Students from Texas A&M als)
are working on the project.
Olson said others involved if
removing plant species rur
native to the park.

World's shortest man,
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Authorities in western Kentucky
say a man left his infant son in a
cold oven, probably for a matter
of hours.
According to published
reports, 33-year-old Larry C.

Long told police he had smoked
marijuana at a Paducah restaurant where he works and then
came home and drank alcohol.
McCracken County Sheriff
Jon Hayden said the mother of
the 5-week-old boy was awak-

ened by his cries Monday morning and found him the oven.
Hayden said the baby was taken
to a hospital where doctors
found no injuries.
Long shares the home with
the child's mother, 33-year-old

Brandy S. Hatton.
It was reported child welfare
officials placed the infant and
his 10- and 14-year-old siblings
in die care of one of Hatton's relatives. Long is charged with
wanton endangerment.
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from a suspicious spending
spree - people posing with
jewelry, guns or fancy cars can link suspects or their friends
to robbenes or burglaries.
The Electronic Frontier
Foundation, a San Franciscobased civil liberties group,
obtaine.d the Justice Department
document when it sued the
agency and five others in federal court.
The 33-page
documeot
underscores the importance of
social networking sites to U.S
authonties. The foundation said
it would publish the document
on its Web site on Tuesday.
With agents going undercover. state and local police coordinate their ,miline activities with
the Scent Service, FBI and
other federal agencies in a strategy known as "deconfliction" to
keep out of each other's way.
-You could really mess up
someone's investigation because
you're investigating the same
person and maybe doing things
that are counterproductive to
what another agency is doing,"
said Detective Frank Dannahey
of the Rocky Hill, Conn.. Police
Department, a veteran of dozens
of undercover cases.
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North Elementary academic
team earns regional crown
Special to the Ledger
The
North
Calloway
Elementary Academic team took
honie die Overall Champion title
rom the District Governor's Cup
competition held Saturday, Feb.
27. After a two point loss to
Southwest Calloway Elementary
in the first match of the Quick
Recall tournament,the North tearn
made comeback through the
brackets by defeating every opponent until they made it to the
championship round. North
Calloway
and
Southwest
C'alloway then went head to head
for two additional matches to

determine the first place title.
North Calloway won both matches. Members of North's first place
district Quick Recall Team are
Sam Morehead. Cole Emerson.
Kaylee Lax, Abby Pitman,
Kiddie Rose and Cheyenne Bucy.
In addition to the quick recall
success. 13 individual medals
were awiuded to North Calloway
Elementary students in die written
exarns. In the area of
Mathematics. Cole Emerson
placed 5th and
Marshall
Thompson and Abby Pitman tied
for 2nd place. In Social Studies,
Taylor Smith placed 5th and

Braxton Bogard and Maddie Rose
tieci for 2nd plaz.:e. In Science:,
Cole Emerson placed fourth,
Braxton Bogard placed 2rid and
Sarn Morehead placed 1st. Emily
Wilson took 4th place in Language
Arts. In Composition. Sarai
McCallon placed 5th and Sierra
Todd placed 2nd. Sam Morehead
took first place in Arts and
Humanities.
North
The
Calloway.
Elementary students who were
awarded medals will adviuice to
the Regional Tournament on
March 20 at South Marshall
Elementary.
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DRAGON MASKS: Will Miller, Olivia Pemwell, Ave Munsey and Chloe Lovins,
students in
Kand , Dawson's P4 clasS at Murray Elementary. snow off the drawn mask.s
they colored after
seeing the Peking Acrobats at the Carson Center in Paducah.
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MES hosts winter celebration
Special to the Ledger
Murray Elementary held its
Phoic provided
winter celebration on the Friday
NUCLEAR VISIT: Denise Schuh, left, a nuclear engineer representing
Oak Ridge National prior
to the end of the Vancouver
Laboratory and the American Nuclear Society, and her co-presenter Aaron Lee,
far right. spoke Winter Olympics. Students
k) science and physics classes at Calloway County High School on Monday,
March 1 Pictured entered the gym accompanied
with Schuh and Lee are OCHS students Samia O'Bryan, Cullen Crouch and
Candyce Chambers. by the Olympic Fanfare. Each
class designed a class banner
that was displayed in the gym
and carried a torch prepared by
Mrs. Perry's class. Following
the class entrances many students dressed in their native costumes representing their nationality entered for a parade of
nations.
The gym was filled with flags
from many different countries as
well as the American flag
Kentucky flag and the Olympic
flag. Students were recognized
an awards ceremony using the
Winter
Olympic
theme.
Courtney Vanover wrote the
script that included commentators Matt (Mr. Brown), and
Meredith (Mrs. Stark) reporting
from the studio set, as well as
Floda (Ms. Garcia-Jones) and
Kathie Lee (Mrs. Back) reporting from the plaza at the
Vancouver Olympics as field
representatives.
Special guest was Dr. Tom
Lough, an Olympic participant
in the 1968 summer Olympics.
Dr. Lough shared five important
things for students to remember
for success: T (Try lots of
things.) I (Invest Yourself) G
(Give all you've got) E (Expect
results) and R (Refuse to quit).
He also read the Olympic Oath.
He brought the torch he carried
for the Salt Lake City Olympics.
Hoda and Kathie Lee read the
Learning Olympics Oath for
Murray Elementary adapted
from the Olympic Oath.
Students were recognized for

WPSD is broadcasting an NCAA
Tournament Preview on Wednesdav
March 17th at 6:30pm. The program
will feature all of the Kentuckll
teams:
- Murray State Racers
-UK Wildcats
-Lousiville Cardinals
Join Sports Director Jeff Bidwell an
anchor Greg Miller as they host the
show from San Jose. CA where the
Racers will play their first round game

Davis_
Jasmirr
former to
the progra
Woman's
Hostesses
Caldwell,
Photos provided

Pictured is the parade of nations at the beginning of the winter celebration at Murray Elementary School Below, Dr. Tom
Lough waves the Olympic Flag while cast memberc Mr.
Brown, Mrs. Stark, Ms. Jones and Mrs. Back lead the school
in the song "I'd Like to Teach the World to Sing."
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MHS
receiving tiger tags and one gold mimes were annourteed. The stutag. Students who had received dents, staff anti guests sang our
two gold tags were introduced, "National Anthem" and "I'd
stood on the platform and shook Like to Teach the World to
hands with the principal as their Sing."
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Stroke/Brain InjuQ,
group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Bniin Injury Support
Group will meet 'Thursday ai 5:30 p.m. in the
Miirray-Callow ay County Hospital Center
for Health arid &Nellness classroom.
Dr. Dav id Bryson, ophthalmologist, will
speak about "Vision Changes after Stroke
and Brian Injury.All interested persons are invited. For
more information contact Chery I Crouch at
762-1557.
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MES Conunittee will meet

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Murray Elementary School Academic
Committee will meet Wednesday at 2:45 p.m. in
Mrs. Dawson's room at the school.

Glendale Place Assisted
Living Community has sent off
the third round of cell phone
donations to recelular. If you
got a new cell phone recently,
then recycle your old or unused
cell phone with the program that
recycles the old cell phones to
purchase calling cards for soldiers overseas.
If you would like to donate
your phone, drop it off at
Glendale Place. 906 Glendale
Rd . Murray

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For inforrnation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For infortnation call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
ereater's Anonymous,a 12 step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at 1-270-623-8850.

Photo providea
AARP: Murray-Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP was recently recognized by the National
AARP organization for 20 years of service. Piztured with the plaque are some of the
locail
members who are, from left, A.L.Hough, John Emerson, Nancy Manning, Daphene
Mowery,
Allie Underwood, David Foley, president, Sally Duford-Foley and Dr. David Roos.
The chapter
meets each third Tuesday for lunch at 11:30 a.m. and meeting at noon at
the Weaks
Community Center with guest speakers on timely topics. The meetings are open to the
public
and persons 50 years or older are encouraged to join.

Master Food Volunteer Program scheduled

Recruitment for participants in the Cooperative
Extension
i'vlaster
Food
Bank of Cadiz Travel Club has scheduled a trip to Nashville,
Volunteer Program is being
Inc., for July 13 and 14. Places visited will be For Bare Feet Factory
sought. Being a MFV is
Tour. Brown Co. Winery Tour, and Cabaret Performance This will
rewarding, because particibe motor coach transportation with one night lodging, one dinner
pants are able to teach youth
end breakfast. Deposits must be made by Wednesday, March 31. For
and aduits the importance of
more information contact Jennifer Eidson at 759-4802 or stop by the
cooking, how to cook, nutriMurray office at 630 North 12th St., Murray.
tional value. grocery budgetExtension ing and a host of other topics.
Calloway Alumni and Associates to meet
Training dates will be from
Notes
. Calloway Alumni and Associates will meet today (Tuesday)at 6
March 26 to May 7 on Fridays
By
P.m. at Tom's Pizza. The group will draw from applications submitLa Dawn Hale from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., alternatted by Calloway County Middle School teachers for a $50 American
Calloway County ing around the various
Express gift card. All interested persons are invited. For more inforArea
Extention Agent Purchase
County
mation regarding involvement with the group contact Chez E.
Extension offices.
for Family &
Robinson, president, at 293-2091 or e-mail crobinso@crobinsonTwo dates will be included
Consumer
technologycom.
in the training, but not on
Sciences
those Fridays: So Easy to
Preserve Lesson. May 5, at 1:30 a.m., Calloway
Kirksey Lodge will meet
Kirksey Lodge 170 of Woodmen of the world will meet tonight Extension Office and Super Star Chef Curriculum;
(Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the Youth Lodge (Camp WOW)located on May 6 - University of Kentucky Research and
KY. 641 North. Brian Mills, local lodge coordinator. will take the Education Center in Princeton.
This is an eight week intensive trainimg with
gmup on a tour of the Youth Camp. Also a wiener roast will be held
and each one is asked to bring a dessert. For information call 4354160.

Special trip scheduled
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Tiger Booster Ciub to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray High School. All coaches, sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Davis will present program
Jasmine Davis, 2009 graduate of Murray State University and
forrner vocalist with the MSU Jazz Band, is scheduled to present
the program at the meeting of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Hostesses will be Virginia Randolph, Norma Paschall. Janet
Caldwell, Kay Ray and Jennie Robertson.

Dexter meeting tonight
Dexter town meeting will be tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at
Dexter Community Center. Guests will include Calloway Sheriff
Bill Marcum and several candidates running for public offices. A
potluck meal will be served.

Art Guild plans exhibition
The opening reception for the Murray Art Guild's annual juried
exhibition, Visual Evidence, will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Miller
Conference Center and Visitors Bureau and will be shown until
March 26. For more information contact the Guild at 753-4059 or email murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Laker Band has fundraiser
Calloway County High School Laker Band is selling
Butterbriads with all proceeds to apply towards the band's 4-yeartrip to San Antonio. Texas, this April. Flavors available are
Strawberry Cream Cheese and Blueberry Cream Cheese and sell for
$11 each. Orders can be made with any Laker Band student or parent or call the band room at 762-7395. The deadline date to order is
Monday, March 15.

MHS Basketball Banquet scheduled
The Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be Tuesday,
April 13. at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center.
Tigers, Lady Tigers. cheerleaders and the dance team will be recognized. Tickets are on sale for $13 each at the MHS office and the
deadline for purchasing tickets is Thursday, April I. No tickets will
be sold at the door. For more information contact Monica Evans at
Murray High School at 753-5202.

Murray Bank plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a trip to the Southem
Women's Show in Nashville, Tenn., Thursday, April 8. If you are
interested in going contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail
bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Senior Citizens planning trip
Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center is sponsoring a 4
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashevile. N.C., on June 710. The cost of the trip will be $345 per person, based on double
occupancy. A $75 deposit is due at the time you sign up. For detailed
irtformation contact Teri Cobb, activities director, at 753-0929.

Free tax preparation planned
Trained AARP soluntecrs will be aNallable at the Murray.
Calloway Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray. to assist
in filing personal income tax forms, including 1040 1040A and
1040EZ. This service will be free of charge and will be available
each Vvednesday through April 7. Persons must make appointments
by calling the center at 753-0929.

inforrnation on Food Safety, Basic Principles of
Food Preparation: Basic Nutrition, Soy Foods;
Cooking Techniques; Grain Foods, Baked
Products: Dairy Foods, Meats, Eggs; Dried Beans
Legumes. Nuts and Seeds: Combination Foods,
Seasoning, Flavors: Food Preservation; Meal,
Program Planning, Demonstrations, Graduation.
Interested applicants must be willing to give
back 40 hours a year in volunteer time to the commutiny through food and nutrition onented lessons and demonstrations. This time includes prep
and travel time. The Calloway County Extension
Agents can be used for advisement. The application and $75 fee. used to cover training materials,
is due 'Thursday. March 18, to the Calloway
County Extension office, 310 S. 4h St., Murray.
For more inforrnation call the Calloway
County Extension Office at 753-1452.

POINT
(Professional Murray State University is one
The mission of POINT is to
Organization for Information of the three partners that started introduce and share knowledge
and Network Technologies) has POINT in February 2009. The in the high-tech fields of softrescheduled its February meet- others are Murray State's ware development and informaing, which was cancelled due to department of computer science tion technology while providing
inclement weather. The organi- and infomiation systems and environments for professionals
zation will meet on Tuesday, Center for Teleconununications to network on a regular basis.
March 23, from 5:30 to 7:30 Systems Management(TSM I.
Any professional interested in
p.m. at Red Lobster in Paducah,
Truitt has worked in the IT technology is invited to become
for GEEKS Night Out. industry for I & years with com- a POINT member. Membership
Previously scheduled speaker panies such as SBC, Citrix and is free and admission to the
John Truitt, president of Kalleo Wal-Mart. Before starting meetings is a business card.
Technologies, will be there to Kalleo
Technologies
(a
For more information or to
talk about "The Importance of Paducah-ba.sed IT Service), he register for a meeting, contact
Data Backup."
was director of product manage- Amber Roach at(270)809-3501
The Regional Business and ment at Wyse Technology in San or Loretta Daniel at (270) 809Innovation Center (RBIC) at Jose. Calif.
6071.

Theatre brings play to stage
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. - The and Phil Whittinghill.
purchased
be
online
at
classic John Steinbeck tale of
The show runs through April www.roxyregionaltheatre.org,
two drifters in search of work in 3, playing
Fridays
and by phone at (931) 645-7699, or
Depression-era California, Of Saturdays at 8 p.m., with a 2 at the theatre during regular box
Mice and Men," opens at the p.m. matinee on Saturday, April office hours t9am-2pm, weekRoxy Regional Theatre on 3. 'Tickets are $15 (adults) and days).
March 26 at 8 p.m. for a limited $10(age,, II and under and (-an
run.
Of Mice and Men stars Gili
Getz as George and Kevin
Hauver as the simple-minded
Lennie. two men who have
nothing in the world except each
other and a dream that one day
they will have some land of their
own. Their hopes are doomed,
however, as Lennie, struggling
against extreme cruelty. rnisunderstanding
and jealousy.
becomes a victim of his own
strength. Directed by John
McDonald, this production also
features Jay Doolittle, Matthew
Patrick, Collin Smith, Shadae
Smith, Brian Veith, Jessica
Our natural carbonating
hern-Drs iC411111,
Ault Chem-Dry. dirt.
Shearer Wilson. Bryan Zoppi
uses a fraction ot the
extraction process and

Anyone needing personal care oi
assistance with a loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We Inv it,.
you to call K,r,.'n or Tanua at

rijUn-ac
e-r
of Disarray

Jackie Helm will present a.
program on "Crocheting" at the
meeting of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be Monday.March 22, at 9:30 a.m. at the
clubhouse on Vine Street.
Mernbers and guests are asked
to bring a Size G-H crochet
hook and knitting yam for tht;
lesson. The Hometown Charitr
will
be
the
Kentucky:
Homeplace and donations wilt
be collected at the meeting.

Extension Family and Consumer Sciences
makes a difference in the lives ofpeople,families
and conununities. Educational programs of the
Cooperative Ertension Service serve all people
regardless of race. color, age, sex, religion, disability or national origin.

POINT meeting rescheduled
for March 23 in Paducah

ATTENTION:

Helm will present
program

water of steam cleaning
and our carbonating
process leases your carpet, sparkling clean and
dq in 1-2 hours. not
1-2 days

solutions deep clean
carpet in a gentle way
without the gallon, of
soaps cleaning chemicals that steam cleaner,
rely on

Jackie Helm
_ :1 _
Baby Registry
mc.c.& Mon Atkins
•

__

;atm &Jon Bel
KeyOya &J.R. Barnes
Elisabeth &Jacob Bryan
Jessica Maria &Nathan *Nikko
Shae Burgess &Kenn Odom
Kelly & Corey Cassiti
mesan Crouse &Bre Ranerts
Aaren Cot &Ioshuc Aapley
•
Kimberly & Lses Calderon
Megan & Mark jraig
•
kind & %chat Dans
Ashley &jamie Darnel
laMsey &Derricit Dora
Amok &Neal Earle
Elysa &Jame Elkins
a
micrelle &Justin FOy
Susan & Lite Frailley
Holly & Aaron Ganat
•
Errely & Anchor *ton
Lindsey & Brandon Viusw
Sar: & Shane ikroer
Emily & j.T. Nom
malione &Troy Ilya
Brooke & Vince Lowry
Natasha & Aaronly1es
4ecther & Shane McC,aryer
:confer & Ryan hkCafferN
Rhanda &Darren Mays
Janne &Josh Owens
Brittany &Kelly Orerbei
Lao & Stew Parke,
& Enc Phelps
Dyane &Joh* Dowd Poynor
Mehauto &
;et:
Holly & Do.,c
Fs
BRAN* & tett Runaies
8.1on Sisalmsechter
Slay &Kevin Thomas
Amy &Tobe Spain
Chnstine &Jcen Taylor
Kersten & OW Tibbs
Elesha &Kenn Wim „.

and let us help you with both ihe
care and the financial assistance

isit our website at www.chemdry.com

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

?ilcq

AP Vik!

d 1.4obit

Lakeland ChemDry
1-270-759-1569
1-270-227-4601
1-800-273-5184

•
•

'

dust and other allergens
are lifted to the surface
and swept away Steam
cleaning can force them
deeper into your carpet
.md create a breeding
ground for mold and
bactena

Lka..'

753-7109

•
*

Kau, lawmen Cain

0 209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
•
• •
• •
• •
•

r ••

•• •• ; e•

•
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ADJUSTMEN1S

025
030
040
360
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100

Advertisers are requested to check
the first inserhon ot their ads to, any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error shouk1 be report-
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Notice
Porsono611
F11100CMI
Room's.. Wonton•
Lo. Ana Fosa
Pieip *soSW
Pooettoe SPootoa
Dornotain & Ch.lcore
Itkosonoss °goo/tunas
Elortromc•
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Forw000
181.1.11
Mob. non* Lots FP Solo
Mots Homes For Solo
Motto& nom.F. Rom
aSo011o Monte lots For Rom
Buonem Rentals
Aportmonts
Re,
Rooms For Root
Rouen For Rom
Slows R1V/IIIII
COC1101.1•CIN Prot/6rd,
Pots & SupplAts
LIP•stock & Support
Putaw
Loan rOl Root Loos*

520
530
560
570
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Real EAU%

LAP. P•oports
Lots F.Solo
Lots For Rom
Forms For Sate

1

I

VALA121_1__NE.b

X

$4.50 3olumn Inch, 60-, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Rurt.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b
Pertod
Si 15 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guider

ACM1119111

Nom. FOl 54le
Slotoroydos & AIL
Aoto Pons
Sport Ut11rts Sono- les
Used Cars
Vans
Used Tr.rlas
Campers
Bolds & 114otors
Sorescos Offered
Fro. Column
Tobacco & Swap.,

1 1
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Ft1.111,11
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'Aar! 'Saver
Tuesday

ss

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.

, 15 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classified
s go into Smart Say, r
- The publo-hor rhstomols tho ot/t11 to •efor-• (., o'' •
. sidsautho mane(
1111111MMINN
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monda
y-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
fie? Warted1

Murray Stat.- Univensity is acceptang
bids from
qualified contractors for the lowry 3rd
floor
renovation project. located on the campus of Murras

020

Igl P[
•
(270) 293-9781
(270)436-2626

PLEAS N

L

\
Auto Insurance
Low down payments

David Ramey
978-5941
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times wIll
respixisIble tor only one
Incorreci insertion.
Any error should be
reported Immediately
so corrections can
tre made.

Call 753-1916

Readers using this
information do sc at
their own riSk Although
Persons and companies mentioned nerein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

activities.

DRO Coder
PRN days. Five years hospital experience in
coding
and/or completion of coding program. REDA, REHT,
CCS,
or CCS-P preferred.
r_scrtient salary and benefit package. Submit resumes
to JPMC s
Duman Resources Department or fax to 270-2514507

CHILDCARE/
preschool teachers apply
at Christian Childcare
Center 810 Wtetnell by

Whirs accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds

the Murray area
ash listings Thank you

-

Local matt
nsilmoar1

3 mo. ---.—...$35.00

I St -----4105.00 6 MO.
4110.00

a
INoves

I Check

AR ()titer

Mail
SithecriPtiotts

P....tvaun

a
a 1 ITIO
a 6 mo
a 1 yr.......

470.50 3 mo.
$90.00 6 mo.

Visa

Primary Care Medical Center is requesting an
experienced, licensed. full iime ARNP or PA-C
to Join their staff for physician's office
Excellent benefits and compensation package
offered. Applicants may apply in person or
send resume to:

496.00
%VC

Name

Primly r
MEDICAL CENTER
10100 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-9200

I St. Address
. I

PRECISION AG SPECIALIST

City

I State

Local agncuttural dealership is seeking a full
time precision ag specialist Individuals must
be self-motivated, hard working and maintain ,11
good attttude. Pnmary responsibility will be the
installation and servicing of precision ag
products which may include on-farm visits
We offer full benefits and competitive wages
Equal Opportunrty Employer

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this

coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger 4 Times
PO Boa 1040
Murray:, KY 42071
(
1 .:111 (270)75.3-1918
...

Send resumes to: H & R Agri-Power.

a

rARMER'S Choice
Feedmill. Part-time
position. Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office.
FIRST Baptist Church
of Clinton KY is seeking a full time pastor.
Resume accompanied
by CD/DVD may be
sent to Pastor Search
Committee 320
Mayfield Rd Clinton
KY 42031

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Equal Opponueity Employer

Send resumes to: H & R Agri-Power,
P Box 432, Mayfleld, Ky 42056

1BR next to MSU,
laundry on site, small
pet. $325/mo.
270-356-0459.

Part-lime, will train.
Murray Sewing Center.
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-8400
RETAIL MERCHANDISER WANTED to
service Hallmark
Products at a Kroger's
at 808 N 12th St and a
Fred's Store at 928 S
121h St in Murray.
KY. To apply, visit
http://hallmark.candidatecare.com

P 0 Box 432, Mayfield, KY 42066

293-3253
KIDZTOWN

Academy
is
now
accepting
enrollment for children
6wks.-10yrs
Space
are limitedi For more
information check out
our website www.loztownacademy.com or
call 761-5439. Located
at 1306 S. 12th St.

Computers
iADM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Lipgrades
759.3556

opening for part-time
Shop Mechanic. Apply
in person. 200 East
Main St. Murray.
753-8201
NATIONAL Mfg. Co.
accepting applications
for senior administrative assistant_ Salary &
profit share. Resume:
NMC(HR Dept)632 N.
12th St.. Suite 168.
Murray, KY 42071

LOCAL building mateing tor office personnel. Applicant must
have pleasant phone
voice, valid drivers
license. dependable
transportation. and

enthusiastic customer
service attitude.
Knowledge of
Microsoft Excel, Word,
and Outlook is
required along with
accurate computer
data entry skills.
Position begins as
part-time with potential
to become full-time.

Please send resumes
to: P.O. Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071
PART-TIME landscape
design and layout
293-3161

minum

4's6'

trailer,

excellent shape, ramp
attached, $600 obo.
(270) 753-4871.

with new batteries,
$400. 759-4336 after

5:00 pm.

LIFT chair, 13-TV, 3
trellis' & dorm refngerator 753-4801

LARGE.
SELECTION

753-3633
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,

227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

deposit. 293-5423
3BR. ?BA :ery nice.

FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR, appliances furnished. $395
rent & utilities. $395
deposit, 1yr lease, no
pets 270-753-6156.

Apartments

1505 Diuguid Dnve

(270)753-1713

Murray, KY 42071
Otte and Two
Bedroom Apartment,

Homo Furnishings

270-7534356
TDD 1-800-545-1833

CARRAWAY Fumiture
Mattress Sale! Sets
starting at $149.95.
105 N. 3rd 753-1502.

Ext. 283
4] opportunIN
E'0
,

OAK dining table with 6
chairs. good condition,
$350. 435-4158 before
8Prn.

1984 14x70
Buccaneer 2BR. 2BA,
C/H/A, great condition
$10.500. Located:
Coach Estates C-2.
270-227-1485.

753-7668

Ali sizes to
fit your needs
Located hy
Frogp radio station
'9 759- 8

MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
1 Bed 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39.999 Come
and see
Call Clayton Homes
731-5E14-9429

LARGE 2BR, 2BA.
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU. $425
plus
deposit. References
required. 492-8069,
970-8412

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no

NICE, 1BR. w/d.
smoke free, 110 pets, 1
yr lease $375/mo
226-8006

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562 •

LAII line ads placed In our paper are posted on our websata for frost
Storage Steals

Storage Rentals
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BUNG

We Otter:
•All Size Units

• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Handbags & Jewelry • ,
i'

"All New Italian"
%.
Fashion Sunglasse,
..,
Select Items 20%
Booth 4,66

--1 rends &Treasures Mai!

(Old Uncle Jeff's Building
•
•41•111
‘.7...........4
...-.1
C

rao,

co'

e'
•a
—...—... --....

NEON BEACHI
MINI STORAGE
81 2 Whitnell

MANTLE

Puppies
AKC reg
pion
declawe
wormed,
270-978270-227.
MALE. kl
Schnauz
Ready 3,
Registen
docked,
worrnod.
ing horns
(270)293

SHIH-T2
AKC. Ch
wormed.
270-251
evening:

LOCALL
rnium hi
all
tin
mixes,
Square
bales. S
High p
Student,
welcomi
8848 be

Murray Leg
H.511

All

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

-

wormed
731 336-

9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

pets.759-4696,
293-4600

—

0

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appiances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher

$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.

!Ablations Rs UM

2BR, 1BA air conditioner, gas heat, lyr lease
$375/mo+dep.
No
pets. 492-8360

(270)293-3710

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

WARD-ELKINS
[Smq 120,,1

AKC

Doberrn.
puppies
tales cu
Male-$41
$350

3BR, IBA, W&D
included. $650/mo,
$650/dep 603
Sycamore 3BR, 1BA,
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo, Smokier)
(270)293-4600

3BR, 2BA, no pets
$70C/mo + $700

USED APPLIANCES

2BR, 1BA lakefront
house in Panorama
Shores.
w/d,
ref.
C/H/A.
$425/month
plus deposit. Available
immediately. 175 Pam
Dr.(310)567-9321.

2BR, 2BA no pets no
lease required.
$425mo 753-3949

1800 Valley Dr.
$700/mo. 753-5344

Appgarspis

ANTIQUES. Call Larry

BUYING

2 bedroom apartments
available. One year
lease. one month
deposit, no pets. Call
753.2905.
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

CHAFFEUR electric
mobility
chair.
Excellent
condition

140

Want to &r,r

1BR, pnce reduced,
venous locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

500 gal. propane tank,
$475 obo. All alu-

GOLF carts 293-6430

MURRAY Rental
Sales Immediate

rial retailer has open-

-.$75.0011

ilyr...--- $145.00
Money Order

the nearest office of State

Nurse Practitioner or
Physician Assistant

LEDGER&TRIES
Rest of KY/TN

for this iob at

Subject to random drug test at employers cost.

MUIIRAY

)T.

hours
guaranteed. all tool. and equip. at no charge.
Housing provided for those beyond commuting at no
coast Transportation and subsistence pay. after 501
of contract completed. Transport Dailey to work...
Workforce Agency in this state. Caing job order
numbers above with a copy of this advertisement

subscribe to the

a Home Delivery
, a 3 ino. ......S30.00
a 6 roo..—......--$55.00

TOBACCO/ FARM LABORER: NURSERY
LABORER wage $7.2549.00 HR. 3/4 contract

Apply

,oas,-into
Savings!

,

04-25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY#0396246 oil OPENINGS>
BF&G ASS' OCIATION MURRAY, KY
0445-10 T() 12-15-10 KY,03913244(7 OPENINGS)
TOMMY ELIUNS. MURRAY, KY
04-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KY40396284(8 OPENINGS)
fCDWLD FARMS MURRAY, KY
04-28-10 TO 12-15-10 KY#0396600(8 OPENINGS)
G&G TOBACCO AS.SCICIATION MURRAY,KY
04-25-10 TO 12-15-10 K140396551113 OPENINGS)
RICHARD SMOTHERMAN FARMS MURRAY, KY
05-28-10 TO 11-20-10 KY/0396581 (8 OPENINGS)
JOSH SYKES HAZEL,ICY
04-25-10 TO 12-04-10 KY#0396722(7 OPENINGS)
DWAIN BELL MURRAY. KY

utili-

270-7531219

local

Sento% inquines only

Affordable, loving
childcare in my home.
Ref. available. 270293-9794
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References

TEMPORARY HORTICULTL FlAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

webpage at

are placed through
Murray Ledger
St Times Please call
us if you have any
qUeStItsls regarding

benefit package

Dorms* I Chides"

DISCLAIMER

the

(270)753-1916

IPLACES'oiltiRK

Neon Beach. 767-1177

on the jobnetwork corn

The Place to
Start . Murray
Ledger & Times

PARTS SALESMAN
1,411 time position available tor parts sales at
agricultural dealership One year parts sales
experience preferred Competitive wage and

Mum° includes

ties

Ne6
bonus
lops c

270-767-1176

270-7531219.
DOUBLEWIDE 3 BR,

Registered Nurse openings in Med/Surg

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Duman Resoun es Department
1099 Medical Center Circle. Maynek1, KY 42056
EW MAW/13

munayledgercom.
you will be redirected
1/2 yobeetwork 6:cim
By default
Murray. and local lob
listings will appear en
this website
However. as a national
website. 021 all listing,

care tyr lease

background required.

required.

TDD #1-800-648-6056

required

Workforce Agency in this state Using job order
numbers above with a copy of thus advertisem
ent
Suhject to random drug teat at employers
cost

DOG 0

(270)4:3

ONE-BEDROOM
duplex apartment in
Ply on Cardinal Drive.
with yard. Just redecorated. Fridge, stove, 2
new AC units. No pets
$300 rent.
Water/sewer/trash
paid by landlord.

3BR $400/mo
Includes water & lawn-

hours guaranteed, all tools and equip at no
charge
Housing provided for those beyond commuting
at no
cost. Transportation and subsistence pay, after
50%
of contract completed. Transport Dailey to
worksite
Apply for this Job at the nearest office of State

Rri/LPh for Cardiology Physician Practice
rim -time, day position M-F. Critical Care/Car
dlology

THE Murray Ledger &

Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed, 2 bath home
$29,999 delivered and
set. Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

ME&M FARMS MURRAY, KY
TOBACCO/ FARM LABORER/ NUftSERY
LABORER WAGE $7 2.548 00 HR. 3/4 contract

PHONE CALLS

run tItTitt 7a-7p and 7p-7a with every other
weekend

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

05-25-10 TO 12-20-10 ICY110396861 f7
OPENINGS)
GARY HERNDON FARMS HAZEL, KY
04-25-10 T() 12-31-10 KYI13397026(7
OPENINGS)
FUTRELL FUTRELL FARMS FARMINGT
ON, KY
04-20-10 TO 12-31-10 KY80396901110
OPENINGS)

Jackson Purchase Medical Center

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
-Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

12-20-10 KY00396720(8 OPENINGS)

12-15-10 KYS0396735 ill OPENINGS)
STEDELIN FARMS MURRAY, KY
06-25-10 ro 12-24-10 KY•0396583(7 OPENINGS)
COLEMAN FARMS MURRAY, KY

Lost ind Found

FOUND. Male beagle
mix
on
Johnny
Robertson
Edinborough. Weanng
red collar without tags
293-5535

•We

NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed. 2 Bath House
only $49.999
Delivered and setup
ends 3-15-10

05-25-10 TO

Must have own automobile. good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

GET'MIS 'XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
[CA.LL 753-1916

.Ser.
•S
•Wt

iistc wanted

KEY ASSOCIATION MURRAY, KY
05-25-10 TO 12-01-10 KYa0396584 48
OPENINGS
STEELE FARMS MURRAY. KY

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Stapleton (270)809-4099 and referencing
CC-196S-10

MIP

onside

060

Help Wonted

04-25-10 To
JONES

NEED EXTRA CASH')
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay ,

Building, Murray. KY Contractors may receive
a
copy of the bad advertisement by contacting
Steven

Ell

TEMPORARY Holt
t'i TERAL
A(421(1'1:11 RAI. LABOR

IMMEDIATE OPENING

State University There wall be a pre-bid conference
at 10.00AM, March 23. 2010 located at the
General
Services Building. Munoy, KY Bids will open
April 6. 2010 at 2:00P.M.. at the General Semce

N.A.•

I

,moismo.
VISA

Ave. • 753-3853
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Ledger & Time.
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Apartments For Rent
1
NOW LEASING
2 & 3bedroom Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
3ply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Nednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
30 N1-800-648-6056
4E-BEDROOM
plea apartment in
y on Cardinal Drtve.
th yard. Just redecoled. Fridge, stove, 2
'ye AC units. No pets.
00 rent.
ater/sewer/trash
lid by landlord.
'0-767-1176

J&L RENTALS
MINI-SfORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
gnaw of

LAKE LOG

CABIN
2+ AC - $69 900
New log cabin kit &
beautifully wooded
lake access setting on
160,000 acre recreational lake in
Kentucky!
Excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154. x.3439

Fri 11 am

liCK1 5 p.m.

s&

325 MI5540
1270; 436-2524
inoi 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent 1.1-Hauls
753-960()

Ols
for
sale
Southside.
Loch
Lomond St. Dead end
Street_ Near college &
schools
978-1707
between 7AM&7PM
only
WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill Dr.,
145x175. quiet cul-desac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

House,For Real

IR, IBA lakefront
use in Panorama
'ores.
w/d,
ref.
H/A.
5425/month

is deposit. Available
mediately. 175 Pam

.(310)567-9321.

, IBA air condition gas heat, 1yr lease
75/mo+dep.
No
is. 492-8360

R, 2BA no pets no
,se required.
25mo. 753-3949

R, 1BA, W&D
tutted. $650/mo.

30/dep. 603
:amore 3BR. IBA,
PO Farmer Ave.
K1/mo, $750/dep.
0)293-4600
0)293-3710

R Sale or Lease
1 2 Bath lakefront
perty with dock, '2
car garage
1-873-7826

ALL 2BR, applies furnished. $395
I & utilities. $395
osit, 1yr lease, no

270-753-6156.
60
Storage Rentals

Warehousing
ear MSU $20-50
753-7668

AO sizes to
flt your needs
Located by
igsLy radii) station

,-&359 759-9854

G&C
TORAGE and
PROPANE
1 9 E. Main
270) 753-6266
I. (270) 293-4183
- 4 p.m M-F

EY MINI
REHOVSES

0 St. Rt. 121S
ray. KY 42071
0-753-5562 to for free!

Storage Rentals

fort; e

I

ir,

yl)14'. 41111
?

e Offer:
Size Units
Surveillance
lectricity
ate Control

ACH
tAGE

'53-3853

hollandmotorsales corn
270-'53-4461

HOUSE FOR SALE

. Matrix. Camry.
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon
-Rawl:Highlander
Tundra
Ends April 5
Toyota of Murray.
753-4961
SOO

Used lacks
1986 S10 truck $800
obo. 293-0226

$15 00 & op
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655 759-9295

L&M
LAWN 5ERVICE

1702 Johnson Blvd.(Off Doran Rd.)
New construction 2,150 sq.ft. 3BR, 2BA
bonus room, hardwood floors, grand+) countertops. covered front & back porch. $229 900.00

House and 2/3 Acre Lot
Hwy 121 S., Murray
Priced at $19,900.
Visit www.obaft.com or
contact Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Auction Realty
(270)293-3232
AKC
registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies 9 wks old
tales cut, dewclawed
Male-$400, Female$350
Shots
&
wormed
731-336-71348
MANTLE Great Dane
Puppies. 7wks. old.
AKC registered, champion
bloodline.
declawed, 1st shots,
wormed. $5004800.
270-978-5120 or
270-227-7917.
MALE, MINIATURE
Schnauzer pup.
Ready 3/12/10.
Registered, tail
docked. vet checked,
worrnod. raisad in loving home $450
(2701293-0575
SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC. CKC, shots.
worrned, $3004350
270-251-0310
evenings.

LOCALLY grown pre
mium hay. Available a
all
times.
Alfalfa
mixes, grass mixes.
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real tstare adierteed hemis subiet-t to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which make, ,,
illegal to ads tense ars (weir
Awe, limitatitin or ducrunina
bon heed on race. mini. rail,
pon. sex. handicap. tamilial statUS Or national onion, Or inter
bon to maie ans ,411d1 prefer
eru-es. 1w:tattoo, or disce,-•^.,
bon.
State Laws forbid dual i-•••
tn the .1r, motel or ad,tt
ot real estate based on ta,,
acklihon to Nice
•
under federal taw
Wt
knowing's aco •
advertisinii tkw real etitet
is not in violation of the ,,,,• •
persons MY
-that all dwellings adverteed
available on AO equal orp,..rtu
mty basis
For further assectante Alt:- '1,,
Housing Advertismg
•-.
ments. tontact AA t ,,. '-"t111 Mt,
Rene P

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

2.100 sq. ft. 4BR
2.5BA, screened
porch, 2 car anached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853-1999.
FSBO:3BR. 2BA
ranCh style home.
1600sq.ft. with two car
garage and fenced in
back
yard
102
Oakwood
Circle.
Oakwood
Terrace
Subdivision off Oaks
Country Club Rd.
$135,500. 759-0707.
IMMACULATE bnck
home, completely new
throughout new C/A/41
unit, roof, appliances,
hardwooa
floors
throughout, 3BR 2BA
detached garage on 2
large lots. $98,000
753-94387
LARGE home in country with acreage 5 to
85,6 BR. 6.5 BA, pool.
gym, play rooms, large
decks, patio. lots of out
ixaldings, 3 acre lake.
good hunting & fiShing
559-2032.
NEW home 3 BR, 2
BA, 2 car garage,
patio, cathedral ceilings, concrete drive,
energy efficient features. Rebates still
available 210-3781 or
559-2032.

270-753-2279

2009 white Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles, 37-42mpg,
10yr/100,000 mile warranty, $13,000.
293-1193, 293-9829

Services Offered
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

sicalcualing
& Hauling
II"1
Ims

We Finance

20110 Vans. Corolla.

RESIDENTIAL building

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:r

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

kn 5 years on

978-1 1 07 or 978-0505

340

[
111211.1eed Cars

Free Boat Slip*

a-

I lo

CLASSIFIEDS

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
. Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 22741611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Hornei Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

BAILEY'S
LAWN CARE &
DIFIT -SERVICE
;
Fl
(270)293-3161
BELCHER Painting
Residential &
Commercial. Intenor.
Extenor. Free
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jerod
BLAINE'S
Lawn
Service Mowing, trimming & bush hogging.
Free Estimates.
270-293-5896 Of
270-7671866

BRUSH & Hammer,
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-43814
DAViS Handywork s
Small home repairs,
garages, deck.s, siding,
remodeling. houses
built to suit.
270-227-9484.

DRYIt XII Itll'%11Z
l'XI\
CR.1 if IC

(..
\1E1

FREE
ESTIA1ATES
(270)873-9916
T&T Lawn Service
Free estimates
(270)293-0468

L

530
Services Otreree

DSW CUSTOM

[

PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
F ree Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

FOR all your roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall

492-8500 or 293-8156

rote AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY 5.75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Hill Electric
Sin,:e 1986
24 tam mama
Res., Com.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
LAMB'S PROFESSIONAL
TREE5EFTVICE
Mention this

get 25 - oll
Offer eke
FrL;r,

• (2.70)436-2867
(2701293-1118
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, guffer
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

530

ices Otte*

ktn'KeS ')ffered

ifaralltenCranile
& Marble.

NEWSOME'S
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing season is
coming up So
give me a call for
your free estimate
Corey 0'
(2/0)705-1037

3'301 'St. Rt 121N.

7.53-8087
Murdock • 241-1722
Hour, rkif10-1.311

JUNK
REMOVAL
We haul anything
0). garbage man
won't Call Mike
for free estimate.

Are you looking for

dn affordable &
ieliabie mowing

service? If so then
call 270-673-9637.
Free Estimates

0710227-6365
,6

TREE
SERVICE

LAMB'S
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding,
firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Otter expres 3..20 IC

Free Estimates
Credit Cards accepted

(270)753-2020
CLARK'S
I XX\ (ARI.

753-4455

Kok hen rkinoilli.ls
I fru I •Iiirearrsr-2011
.11

.1 LC.1 -.74'

•I

:-111.1-S-11241.
{

.

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

1:41..

I

HAI I'S WASTE
MANAGEMFNT•

Acting.
I
.
•Fterrlirtu
•Itt
•111:1111 Zi.

,

- 19544

• wer),1
•locally ov, ru.d,opt:rated

Der It, • t

759.1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
MOW yards, light haul
ing, remove unwanted
shrub & brushes. Free
Estimates. 270-2274837 or 270-437-4987

(270)227-6160
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Bam, Shingles.
(270)804 68134

F.11 Kitctieri011e,-,
Custom DesIrsr,
Sr Discounts.
27 yrs Exp
L ic Ins ir 1.I5G

Roger R. Delgado

& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated •Free Estimates
• Lir: et ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

(270)382-2041.

Todd s Auto Detail
All auto detailing

specializing in acid
rain removal YES
INE CAN rerrove
acid rain spots from
our.vehicle glass!
Call today al
(270)205-9826
(270) 227-5648

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE
• •-t-wines
ow'
•

(
..t& Its

* **
*
5 Star .
Tile & Marble

0 BRYAN TREE

mature. 753-2643.

A Cut Above The
Rest
•Shrub and tree
trimming
*Gutter cleaning
•Other services
•Ouality service at
affordable prices

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large
Dependable
reliable. gutters, mulch.
shrubs trimmed, hauing. 11 years exper
ence Steven
or 978-7002

LAWNS mowed. very
reasonable, tree estimates. reliable.

S100 OFF ON
S200 OR
MORE

Green Acres
Lawn Care

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

• G.irdea
Pier • Md.
t`c`.,,,f‘s; dVatLyblf"

(270)227-9153

Aenal BucketTruck
Insured

PROLAWN Scheduled
Lawncare. 1st movnng

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

free. 270-293-1924.
WESLEY'S
Lawn
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your lawn
this year! Landscaping.
mowing, edge. shrubs.
mulching, leaf removal.
tree service, seeding,
fertilizing,
aerating.
References available.
No Contract Required.
Free estimates &
insured. Over 15yrs
experience. Block and
Subdivision discounts.

Free Column
FREE to a good
home. Boxer, lab &
Border collie puppies.
4 females. 4 males.
(270)705-7531

270-703-96i O.
YEARRY'S Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

ing away
..(imething
for free?
We will run it
one day for free.
733-1916

Murray Middle School students receive
superior recognition at KUNA conference

1(270)227-0587
All Cerpentry Const.
New homes, Additions,
Remcdei, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl By SHERRY PURDOM
Siding.
Decks. MISD Public Relations
Roofing, Mobile Home
A group of Murray Middle
Repair.
School seventh and eighth grade
753-2353
students recently attending the
Larry Nimmo
three-day West Junior Kentucky
Licensed & Insured
I-(270)293-4020
ALDRIDGE
&McCuiston Roofing

Tuesday, March le, 2010 • 7A

United
Nations Assembly
(KUNA)
conference
in
Louisville received the "Best
Proposal Honor." as well as
Ashlee Edminster, being named
the "Outstanding Speaker,"
tward recipient.
A group of 19 MMS students
attended the conference with
MMS teachers. Hope Foster and
Krista Shelby. While there, the
designated MMS proposal
authors presented and debated in
Summit Sessions.
MMS students who attended
were: Brittany Burress, Prashant
Chakradhar, Adam
Clark,
Chaney Curd, Christina Duncan,
Ashlee Edminster ,Candice
Guge, Victoria Holmes, Carver
Lawson, Rachel
Morgan,
Schafer Putz, Jantzen Sparks.
Kenzley
Sparks,
Auam
Stubblefield, Julie Thiede.
Jessica Vance, Bethany Vogt,
Sydney Vogt, and Rachel
Wooten.
MMS students were able to
gain experience in diplomacy
that provides students and adult

leaders with a greater appreciation for the global community
through hands-on involvement
with international issues and
solutions. Geared toward developing students' int;:mational
consciousness through role-play,
as each school represents one of
the United Nations members,
the conference is designed to
irnplement learning the importance of diplomacy through
sharing the views of the country
each schcatl represents. As part
of the on-hands experience, students also debate and research
daily issues, while maintaining
the perspective of their new citizenship.
MMS students represented
the countries of Kenya and
Guyana. Prior to attending. students built placards. designed a
global village display, drafted
proposals and speeches, as well
as obtaining native attire.
The Guyana proposal authors
Candice Guge, Janzen Sparks,
Victoria Holmes, and Prashant
Chakradhar proposed to develop
mobile Leprosy units in their
respective country. This proposal passed in the African summit
session.
Christina Duncan, Ashlee
Edminster. Julie Thiede. and

Rachel Wooten received one of
the highest ranked proposals in
the Asian summit session. Their
Kenya proposal urging supporters to fund larvae-eating fish for
malaria control then advanced to
a presentation in front of the
entire General Assembly. This
proposition
received
the
"Outstanding Proposal" award,
making it the best of 56 proposals presented at the conference.
Foster said she enjoys witnessing students thinking and
speaking about today's world
issues. "Too often, we see a very
selfish side of teenagers, but at
this conference they gain a little
perspective on how their problems stack up against the problems of the world as a whole. A
newer, better cell phone doesn't
quite compare with children
crippled from leprosy or dying
of malaria."
Murray Middle School joined
other Kentucky Middle School
representations that included:
North
Oldham
''Haiti,"
Highland "Hungary," King
"Iceland," Henderson Nonh
"India," and Owensboro Middle
School "Indonesia."
KUN A
collaborated
is
through The Kentucky YMCA
Youth A•sociation. a YMCA

Horoscope

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for to snuff. Others want you to join
in. whether it is business or per436-5141 A-AFFORD- Wednesday, March 17, 2010:
sonal. You simply aren't in the
ABLE Hauling. Clean This
year, you have a lot to offer.
New 2-4
mood and could cause a situaout garages, gutters.
A new luck cycle begins. You tion without trying to. Knowing
Bedroom homes in
junk & tree work
Itiverfleid Estates.
want to christen it well. Re-eval- when enough is enough is
SRG Real Pro
A-SAP TREE
uate your goals and long-term important Tonight: Vanish if you
want.
SERVICE
Prof
desires. You will continue to do GEMINI (may 21-June
20)
*Large Tree
293-7872
the unexpected. Listen to others' ***** You can be found in
Removal •Trimming
•Stump Grinding
feedback. If you are single, meetings, talking to friends,
associates or bosses, but most
*Hangers
%Ye Boy Betearrel
you'll have many opportunities certainly
Servicing Benton,
not alone. You could be
Immediate
to meet "the one." Stretch and surprised by everything that
Hardin & Murray
Debt Roger
(270)530-0030
3404as ea Eisiate?
grow with this person. If you are occurs and opens up. A converla Forectosais?
(270)252-4111
sation demonstrates that you are
attached,
the two of you will be
Loma Home &eyes
on the same page as someone
Cass Heart
able to connect on a deeper else. Tonight. Painting the town
ADAMS Home
No Coo To You
Improvement
level. ARIES often makes you green.
No Spey OK
Additions, Remodeling, smile.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
761111106MCOM
**** As usual. you seem to
(2,11)701468080* Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
be the one who is left holding the
Repairs, workers comp The Stars Show the Kind of bag. You discover an awful lot
Insured.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: about someone you care about.
227-2617.
Know when to say "enough.''
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
Your sense of humor emerges,
ANDRUS Excavating
I -Difficult
and you become far more carand Septic Systems.
Child s 4-wheeler
ing. Tonight: On lop of your
Dozer, back hoe. and
$300 Call 227-8721
game.
track
work. ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
hoe
atter d p m
Installation and repair ***** Some people feel LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
more Irish than others. Some ***** You have more zip
on septic systems
Now offering septic sions feel more Irish than others. than many signs. Even in the
tank pumping. Major This year. many Aries will feel face of another's issues and
credit cards accepted. greener than they have in many
uproar. you are able to remain
SUNEW 2010 Toyota
978-0404
years. Loosen up and enjoy the grounded and look forward. Look.
Matnx S219 per
moment. Communication flour- at a situation from a different
month $2.000 Cash or APPUANCE REPAIR
ishes. Tonight: Romance flour- point of view. Keep listening to
trade down KY tax
SERVICE & PARTS
another person. but do your own
ishes, too!
included, Call for
(270) 293-8726 OR
thing. Tonight: Let your imaginaTAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
details
759-5534
*** You just might not feel up tion play out.
(270)753-4961.$$$
Chuck Van Buren

with a unique and single-minded
purpose: to serve Kentucky's
teens. To accomplish this purpose, the Kentucky YMCA
engages young people across the
state in Teen Service Student
YMCAs. Peer
Mentoring
Programs,
Youth
and
Government
Conferences,
Character Development Camps.
United Nations Assemblies, and
Service
Mission
Trips.
Cun-ently, the Kentucky YMCA
serves over 6,000 teens in 150
Student YMCAs in every area of
the state.
Shelby agreed with Foster as
she explained the most important concept she gained from
attending
KUNA.
"hov.,
absolutely caring, motivated.
and involved a child can be
when you give them an
absolutely genuine and significant issue."
Shelby said it was an incredible experience."One of die most
important aspects of this conference is to teach students about
the world around us. It is
designed to get students
involved with current world
issues and help find an answer to
some of these world-wide problems... ,he c‘plained

by Jacqueline Blear
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Deal with others directty. You might want to understand
what motivates a key person.
Your instincts are right in line, as
you'll discover. Don't fill in the
blanks. That way, you will leam
more about what mohvates others. Tonight: Hook up with a
friend.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Don't allow anyone
else's mood to color youT day.
Stay on top of your game, knowing full well which way to go.
Realize what is happening
behind the scenes. Someone
finally opens up. Tonight: Defer
to another's suggestion.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Focus on getting a project
done. In some manner, you will
feel very responsible for others.
Relax more, but c,omplete as
much as you can. Others count
on your sense of organization.
You are on top of your game.
Tonight: Easy works.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Funnel your ingenuity
where it counts. Look at what
happens otherwise. Situations
could unravel. You are on top of
your game. whether you realize
it or not. If you follow your
instincts once you are focused,
you II succeed. Tonight: Think
IrIsh

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

*** Do whatever you need to

do to make yourself more comfortable at work. You simply
might close the door or add a
new plant. Others might want to
work from home. Do what you
must. Staying so tightly wound
could be difficult. Tonight. Close
to home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Keep taiking and share
with others. Look at what comes
down your path. In fact, surprises walk hand in hand with you
right now. Keep smiling. even if a
partner is a bit caustic. A soft
style goes a long way. Tonight:
Where the crowds are.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Be aware of how much
you have to offer. Understanding
will evolve to a new level if you
do a lot of listening. You could be
surprised by what occurs
between you and another person if you indulge this person.
Stay on top of what is going on.
Tonight: Your treat.
BORN TODAY
Singer, songwriter Billy Corgan
(1967), actor Kurt Russell
(1951).
songwriter
John
Sebastian (1944)
•"
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at wwwjacqueanebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features

Syndicate Inc.
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Loo'dug Back
10 years ago
Murray State University. Racaim Hargrove of Mur- ers lost 65-63 to Illinois Univerray recently graduated froin 321 sity. in the finals of the
National
IRS Flight 098 at Lackland Air Invitational Basketball
TournaRace Ba.se. San Antonio. Texas. ment
She is now. stationed at Keesler
40 years ago
Air Force Base. Biloxi. Miss
The home of Mr and Mrs.
Becky Mehr of Murray. mune- Edward Thorn. located near Pot'paled in the 27th annual variety tenown, was destroyed by
fire on
show held March 2-4 at Lipscomb March 14.
University, Nashville. Tenn. Shc
Murray High School Tigers won
is a graduate of Murray Hgih 67-61 over Carlisle County Comets
School.
in the semi-finals of the First
Murray High School Tigers lost Regional High School Basketball
55-45 to Graves County Eagles Tournament. Scott was high scorand Marshall County Marshals er for the Tigers.
won 59-46 over Lone Oak in the
Sherrie Carroll has been named
First Regional High School Bas- queen of the Wranglers Riding
ketball Tournament played at Mur- Club.
ray' State Regional Special Events
Births reported include a girl
Center. High scorers were Law- to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Nall, Feb.
son for Murray and Lineberry for 25.
Marshall.
50 years ago
20 years ago
Elected as new officers of the
Published is a picture of Terry
Murray Woman's Club were Mrs.
Hopkins and Bobby Hodges. Cal- James Rudy Allbritten. president
;
lov.ay County School Bus Service Mrs. John Pasco, first vice
presmechanics, examing the engine of ident; Mrs. Charles Clark, second
one of the four nev. .3000 series vice president; Mrs.
Bill Thurhuses delivered on March 14. The
man. recording secretary; Mrs.
photo was by Staff Photographer C.C. Fernier. correspon
ding secTodd O. Ross.
retary; and Mrs. Alben Tracy,
In her column, "Main Street" treasurer.
published in The Murray Ledger
Recent births reported at Mur& Times. Constance Alexander ray Hospital include a boy
to Mr.
wntes about the Calloway Coun- and Mrs. Charles Jackson,
a boy
ty Public Library in an interview to Mr. and Mrs. Will T. Wincheswith Mary Curtis Taylor, library ter, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin
director.
Masters, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Births reported include a boy Don Samples. a girl
to Mr. and
ter Terri and Mark Stanley, a boy
Mrs. Bobby Kemp, a boy to Mr.
ta, Linda and Mark Janosseng, a and Mrs. Albert Dodd
and a boy
boy to Karon and Mark Glover to Mr. and Mrs.Eli Alexander
.
and a boy to Vaness and David
60 years ago
Conners, March 14..
The Murray City Council has
30 years ago
authorized the purchase of 45 addi. Calloway County School Board tional parking meters in
Murray.
of Education set Apnl 3 as a bid Delivery is expected from
2 to 4
opening date for an addition to weeks.
the high school. renosation and
Ten delegates from Calloway
air conditioning and a school bus County attended the First
District
garage.
meeting of the Amencan Cancer
Susan Ellen Jackson of Mur- Society held at Paducah.
ray has been named a Young
Mrs. S.J. Melugin of Murray
Career Woman by the Mayfield celebrated her 97th birthday
on
Business and Professional Women's March l2.
Club.

Today In History
Hy 1 he Associated Press
loday is Tuesday, March 16.
the 75th day of 2010. There are
290 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 16, 1850, r4athapiel
Haathorne's novel "Tile Scarlet
Letter" was first publisbpd.
on this. • te
A.D..' '7, Roman emperor
liherilltis di
i.be was succeeded
hy Caligula
In 1751. J ATTICS Madison, fourth
president of the United States,
was born in Port Conway. Va

iit 4
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was a fwmous
composer
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In 1802, President Thomas Jefferson signed a measure authorizing the establishment ot the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point,
N.Y.
In 1915, the Federal TradeCom.
mission began operations.
In 1926, rocket science pioneer R
Goddard successfully te°
sft first lataid-fueled
rocket. in Auburn, Masa
In 1935, Adolf Hitler decided
to break the military temis set by
the Treaty of Versailles by ordering the reartning of Germany
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Trips home fill with family,
leaving little time for friend

DEAR ABBY: I return to
DEAR HURT: Your pal
my hometown at least twice ludith doesn't appear
to have
a year to visit my large extend- matured much since
kindered family. When I do, I have garten. Her behavior
is petutried to make time for my old- lant, immature and self-cenest friend, -Judith,' whom I tered. Although you
care for
have known since kindergarten. her, you cannot
shirk your
In the past we have gotten family obligations
in order to
together for placai.. het. If Judith can't
a few hours appreciate that you have placed
here
and
your family first, it's regrettable,
there -- for but please don't permit her to
dinner, cof- punish you for it. You're doing
fee or what- the nght thing and, although
ever. She's you may be hurt right now,
great com- let that he your consolation.
NINO*
pany,
and
we have fun
DEAR ABBY: I have been
together.
involved with "Rich" for 4 1/2
I'd like to years. We are now engaged.
spend more In the beginning, everything
By Abigail
time
Van Buren
with
was great. What I didn't know
Judith, but was that Rich had a baby on
Mom and Dail are close to 90 the way.
I learned about it
and there are many other rel- from a young
woman who
atives on my and my hus- knocked on
our door nine
band's side to see, which takes months later.
up most of our time.
Rich said he was sorry and
Years ago, we tried to see that he'd handle it. 1
knew the
all our friends, but more recent- situation would
be hard to
ly we have limited it to Judith accept, but suppress
ed my feeland her husband and occasion- ings like I always
do instead
ally include a mutual friend.
of being honest about it.
Judith just e-mailed me
Now this woman comes over
telling me to "have a nice life"
whenever she wants. If she's
because if we were "truly" angry about somethin
g, she'll
friends, I'd make more time say, "I don't want
my baby
with her. She won't reply to around HER,"
meaning me.
my e-mails or return my calls. She has friends who
wort with
1 respect her feelings, but me, and she has
spread lies
feel pressured by the time con- about me there. She
has also
straints of our brief visits home. called my house
on several
Judith has no children, a sin- occasions and has
been rude
gle brother and a married broth- and nasty.
er with whom she recently
I have tried to deal with
reunited.
this, but Rich's irtfidelity and
I feel like I have commit- his having a child with
anothted some kind of crime. I think er woman still
hurts like it
if she was a true friend, she'd
happened yesterday -- and the
understand my predicament. child is now 3. Can
you help
Please help. -- DEEPLY HURT me? -- NOT MOVIN
G ON
IN ARIZONA
IN VIRGINIA
DEAR NOT MOVING
ON: I'll try. Before things
evolve any further, don't you
think that it's time to be open
In 196ft, dunng the Vietnam
and honest? Yon have unreWar, the My Lai Imee ly) Massolved anger issues to deal with,
sacre of Vietnamese civilians was
carried out by U.S. Anny troops; and nghtfully so. That's why
estimates of the death toll vary
I strongly advise you and your
between 347 and 504.
fiance to start premarital and
In 1978, Italian politician Aldo
couples counseling NOW.
Moro was kidnapped by left-wing
Did Rich know he had goturban guerrillas. who later murten a girl pregnant befwe she
dered him.
knocked on the door and told
In 1984, William Buckley,,,the
CIA statioa chief in Beirut, was 'you'? If so, then what other
information might he also have
kidnapped by terrorists (he was
forgotten to mention? And why
tortured by his captors and killed
would he tolerate the abusive
in 1985).
behavior that the baby's mama
is dishing out to you? If you
want to be treated with the
respect you deserve, you must
assert yourself. And if you
flac7C t,t2E
don't get it, then I advise you
vzse•
to ditch Rich.
ktrttit.EcriQG
AlEN
Dear Ahhy is viritten
ThCia UP.
4.bigall Nan Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillip.,
and ssas founded h) her mother, Pauline Phillip,. NN rite
Dear Abby at st ww.DearAhhy.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
WAre DON'T ,,
,Ot,J
WANT SOME SYGAW
SOOAS Afin.1 ZERO
NIsTRITIONAL V AL.Ufi?!

Dear Abby
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Shingles vaccine is
prevention, not treatment
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is and blistering
the treatment for shingles', I have
Treating shingles can speed
had them for three months now. healing, reduce the risk
of comHow long do I have to wait after plications, and ease pain. The
best
an episode before I can get the results are achieved if antiviral
vaccine?
medication is started within 72
DEAR READER: Shingles is hours of the first symptoms. For
a viral infec- those in severe pain, narcotics,
tion
It is tricychc antidepressiuus, anticonactually a sec- vulsarits or numbing agents may
ond infection be prescribed. Mild to moderate
caused by the pain may be controlled with overchickenpox the-counter pain relievers such as
virus. Symp- ibuprofen and naprcxen. Antihistoms typical- tamines may. also help. Topical antily begin with itch creams may be helpful if
pain, numb- there is an accompanying itch.
ness or tinStress can worsen the pain of
gling on one shingles and should be avoided.
side of the Cool compresses or baths may
body. It most ease symptoms. Relaxation techBy
commonly niques such as meditation, tai chi
Dr. Peter Gott occurs on one or deep breathing
can reduce stress
side of the levels. Even something as simple
chest, w rapping around to thc as listening to soft music 01
readback. The next most corrunon area ing in a quiet room can help.
is the face, but it can present
Anyone concerned about havanywhere on the body, including ing shingles or who develops pain
the eyes, which can cause per- or itching on one side of
the body
manent damage if left untreated. should see his or her physician
Usually, within two or three as soon as possible. Those over
days, a red rash develops that the age of 60 should
also conslowly turns into fluid-filled blis- sider receiving
the shingles vacters that break open, ooze. and crust cine, which
reduces the risk of
over. Untreated. most cases will developin
g this infection and may
resolve within five or six weeks. lessen
symptoms, duration and
Untreated shingles carry poten- intensity
should an attack occur.
tially
serious
complications It may also lower the nsk
of
depending on the location where
developing postherpetic neuralgia
they appear. The open sores should
(continuing nerve pain after the
never be touched, as the fluid
shingles infection is over). The vaccontains high levels of the virus
cine is not a treaunent option.
that can be transferred easily to
others. The disorder is highly con- People with specific health contagious and can cause chicken- cerns should not receive the vacpox m those who have never had cine, so speak with your physiit and shingles in those who have. cian regarding whether to have
it.
Other
symptoms
include
How long you should wait
fatigue, headache, fever and chills,
itching and a general achy feel- depends on your situation There
ing. There are also atypical cases is no specific time penod. hut it
in which patients develop shin- is generally. recommended that the
gles pain without the typical rash rash be gone before receiving the
vaccine.

Dr. Gott

Contract Bridge
Wcst dealer.
ads antage by choosing correctly
Both sides vulnerable
which of his own long suits to play
NORTII
first. Dere is such a case.
•K 7
West led a tweet, and South wor.
V
East's king with the ace. Declarer
•K Q1 5 2
then played a diamond to dummy's
•Nl 1 8
iack, taken by East with thc acc.
WEST
EAST
Back came a heart to South's ten and
*A 10 4 2
•5 4
West's jack, and another low heart by
•1 9 6 3 2
•K 7 5 4
West established his suit. Whcn the
•6
•A 10 8 3
opposing diamonds named out to be
4 10 6 4
.9 5 2
divided 4-1, declarig could Igigte
SOUTH
only eight tricks, and he ever4ali)
•Q 8•
finished down one.
'
•A Q 10
However,South should have made
•9 7 4
the contract. lie should no( have
•A Q 7 3
attacked the diamonds first. Instead.
The bidding:
he should have crossed to dummy
West
North East
South
with a club at tnck two and returned
Pass
1*
Pass
2 NT
a low spade.
Pass
341
Pass
3 NT
If East has the see arid lakes it,
Opening lead
thrcc of hearts.
South has nine tncks — three
Notrump contracts often feature iwo hearts and four clubs. spades.
a race between the defenders and the East doesn't go up with And It
declarer for the establishment of South v.ins the spade with the acc,
tricks. That is why the opening then shifts his attention thc queen.
to diamonds
leader usually leads his longest suit After forcing out the ace,
he again
at thc start of play.
has nine tricks — onc spade. two
The defenders have a built-in beans, four clubs and t%(, diamonds
ads antage because they get the jump
If West has the ace of spades, as
on declarer in the race to develop in the actual cast. he
is
tricks. If they have enough high he wins the spade queenstymied afier
with the ace.
cards arid a sufficiently long sua, the A heart rctum into
Q-10 hands
tempo they.- gain on the opening lead South an extra tnck,the
while any other
frequently. proves to he decisive. But return allows declarer
to
play diadeelarer can sometimes offset this monds, assuring al
least :0 tricks.
Tomorrow: An anthmeticai proyess

NOW THAT'S
JUST SCARY
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1
4
8
12

4
30
9F
Maertnesa
lchseta
dt
42 limb
45 Dentist's supply
49 Diamond slat
50 City in Yemen
51 Make socks
52 Back muscle.
briefly
53 E
rth name for
Po
aetic

Escorted
Wander
Hill opposite
Yes, in
Cherbourg
13 Sooner city
14 Noted lab assistant
15 Prince Valiant's
son
16 Not evergreen
18 Lie —
20 Yonder
21 Computer dept
22 Have a go at
23 Mr Webster
27 Sugar Ray stat
29 Undergrad
degs
30 A Hutt
31 Impede
33 Visitor
34 Pond scum
35 Spade of whodunits
36 Belief
37 Too curious
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4 Smle
ca
ill:n rumbler
Dry goods
DOWN
Amount carried
2 Escudo's
replacement
3 Doorbell sounds
(2 wds )
4 Get new wallpaper
5 Four quarters
6 Country parsons
7 Give spiritual
instructon
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8 Active before
dusk
9 Historian's
word
10 Rawls or
Gehng
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UNDERSTAND YOu

Ti4i515 THE FIRST iNNIN6 OF
OUR FIRST GAME Alai,' YOL! RE
ALREADa COVEREP WITH CIRT

CitPv°k.

THIS 15N'T ALL FROM
TODAY SOME OF IT'S LEFT
OVER FROM LAST YEAR

11
17
19
22

Hosp. areas
Nyet opposite
Family doc
Driveway topper
24 Indirectly
25 Fortas and
Saperstein
26 Evil
27 Lighter- — -air
28 Two pounds.
plus
29 Flower lover
30 Pickle
32 — 500 race
33 Coral island
35 First-aid
device
38 Lessen the
force of
39 A moon of
Jupiter
41 Kind of current
42 Frat letter
43 Diploma possessor
44 Pillboxes
45 Old horse
46 Harem room
47 Geese formation
48 Author Ana's
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Timing Is Everything
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'Country roads, take her home'

TOMMY DILLARD /
Ledger & Times

Averee Fields
goes to the
basket against
Paducah
Tilghman in the
First
Flegion
semifinals earlier this month.
On
Monday,
Fields
announcer/ she
will
attend
West Virginia
and play for
head
coach
Mike Carey.

CALLOWAY'S FIELDS
PIC1KS WEST VIRGINIA AT
MONDAY ANNOINCEMENT

Fields' Biggest Fans
A few of the Fields suito,% '.*
4.:.- Marquette
West Virginia, Lou6,,lie
Murray State, UT
Marlin. Tennessee State. Seton Hall. St John's

That one didn't work either, and by the
By TOMMY DILLARD
time she was done, Fields was left in a snugSports Writer
fitting West Virginia top.
Decked out in Marquette gold, Averee
That one fit her like glue.
Fields danced out of d door and in front of
"I just felt right about West Virginia,"
the crow'd gathered for her college said a beaming Fields after making
her verannouncement Monday night at the Racer bal commitment official in front
of nearly
Room inside the Regional Special Events one hundred onlookers.
Center.
"I visited there in December, felt comThe most heavily recruited athlete to fortable there, and visited
some other
come out of west Kentucky in some time schools, but I really felt like this
was where
was going to be a Golden Eagle.
I wanted to be. I wanted to commit now to
Or was she?
make sure I got my spot."
That Marquette shirt was awfully big, so
The announcement did come earlier than
Fields slipped it off to reveal a Louisville many expected for Fields, who
concluded
shirt.
her junior season at Calloway County in the

First Region championship game two weelq
ago.
She and her mother, Sabrina Dial, a former college coach at both Idaho and Murray •
State, hit the trail hard over Christmas break,.
visiting many of Fields' suitors.
She received offers from seven schools •
and was getting interest from dozens more.
The decision came down to West Virginia
and Marquette, Fields said.
Just as they did when the two Big East,
member squads squared off on Feb. 27, the
Mountaineers took the victory.
"1 loved the atmosphere. the coaches and
the community there," said Fields. "I really ,
got a good feel from the players. especially
the large freshman class. I feel like I would;
be comfortable and prosper there."
After being picked to finish ninth in the
NI See FIELDS, 10A
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should wait
mation. There
penod, but it
ended that the
receiving the

ing correctly
g suits to play
se.
nd South won

SPORTS

WHEN: Thursday, 1:30 p.m. WHERE: HP Pavilion; San Jose, Calif.
Who:(4) Vanderbilt vs. (13) Murray State

Racers
go in
healthy ...
mostly
Sometimes injuries occur
that are just hard to fathom.
Billy
Kennedy
would like to
offer up B.J.
Jenkins to
the jury as
exhibit A.
MICHAEL The junior
DANN guard actually cut his finSPORTS
ger cutting
EDITOR
down
the
nets after the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament championship,
resulting in staples being
inserted into his left index
finger.
Kennedy hoped that
Jenkins could have the staples removed early this
week, but that still means
the OVC steals leader has
been out of action for more
than a weck.
"I know he'll be ready to
go," Kennedy said Monday.
"He hasn't done a whole lot
since last week, but everyone else is tine."
That includes freshman
guard Isaiah Canaan, who
injured his wrist on his
block of Maze Stallworth in
the same title game against
Morehead State.
Still, Kennedy is considering giving .fenkins kid
scissors from here on out.
"It's on his left hand,
which is good — it's not on
his
shooting
hand,"
Kennedy said. "But it's
affected his dribbling and
shooting. We've given him
some extra time off for it to
heal."
See NOTEBOOK, 10A

Going back to Cali
RACERS RETURN To
GOLDEN STATE FOR
MATCHUP WITH
COMMODORES
By MICNAB. DANN
Sports Editor
As fate would have it, Murray State
is going to start the second portion of its
schedule in the same state where its season began.
A Nov. 9 meeting at California in
Berkeley was the Racers' first stop this
year. Now MSU will go up the road to
San Jose to take on Vanderbilt in the
West Regional starting Thursday.
Billy Kennedy truly believes that he
can draw on that experience. But the
fourth-year head coach is hoping the
true X-factor will be simply the Racers'
overall experience.
Senior guard Tony Easley was a redshirt freshman in 2006, the last time
MSU played in the NCAA Tournament.
when the Racers played North Carolina
in Dayton. lsacc Miles was a freshman
guard at Creighton before transferring
to MSU when the Bluejays played
Nevada.
"The one thing that we have is nine
guys back from last year -- a lot of guys
who have big game expenence under
their belt. That's the best thing," he said.
"We have some experience and getting
through the OVC Tournament was a big
deal and I'm hoping we can draw from
that as well as the Cal experience early
in the year."
Murray State (30-4) is also looking
to be the first Racer club since the 99798 team to win a first-round game in the
tournament.
That year, under then head coach
Steve Newton, the Racers beat North
Carolina State 78-75 in Lincoln,
Nebraska before calling it a season after
losing 61-56 to Kansas.
The last Ohio Valley Conference
squad to win a game in the NCAA
Tournament was Middle Tennessee
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & nmes
State in 1989 when the Blue Raiders Murray State head coach Billy Kennedy and center Tony Easley look on during an Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament game in Nashville earlier this month. On Thursday, the Racers take on Vanderbil
t in the first
11 See NCAA, 10A
round of the NCAA Tournament, and they'll need their 'best game of the year,' accordin
g to Kennedy.

Racers will try to combat Vandy's size with quickness
COMMODORES SURPASS LOUISIANA
TECH AS 'BIGGEST, MOST PHYSICAL'
TEAM MURRAY STATE HAS FACED
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
They'll thmw everything at
MICHAEL DANN / L ectget &
you but the kitchen sink.
Tffres
It may be common coachB.J. Jenkins cuts his
piece of the net after the speak. but that's really how
Racers captured the Billy Kennedy looks at this
Vanderbilt ballclub. When
OVC Champicnship, asked
to
compare
the
but the junior guard Commodores to an opponent
also cut his finger.
from this season. Kennedy was

NCAA Tournament
Murray State vs.
Vanderbilt
When. '
When: HP Pavilion
Series Racer* Vanderbttt leads 3-1
3C'

Records: MSU 30-4 VU 24-8
quick lth his response.
tiee: ',ander-hilt is a 4 5 point favonte
Louisiana Tech had 6-foot-9 Lad
Illottlar Vandy beat MSU 74-57
power forward Magnum Rolle.
hack in 1988
Gewalt
Murray State has one win in
Vanderbilt, on the other
tour games That came in 1946 at
hand, has 6-11 center Jeff the
home. when MSU W011 53-34
Oglivy ... and Andre Walker, a
6-7 forward ... and Jeffrey most physical team
have
Taylor, a 6-7 forward ... and faced all year," Kennedy said.
John Jenkins. a 6-4 guard ... "We really don't match up with
and Jerrnaine Beal, a 6-3 guard. them from a size standpoint.
"They're the biggest and But our guards are really good.

We're deep on the perimeter the field. Vanderbilt defends at
and our post play has picked up. a clip of 41 percent. The Racers
"Tony Easley has had a good and Commodores(24-8)defend
year blocking shots and playing the three to a tune of 33 percent.
better defense. That's obviously
The two teams are nearly
one of their strengths and some- mirror images of each other stathing we're going to have to tistically, which is why
figure out how to combat at the Kennedy has reason to be optistart.
mistic. and if nothing else. the
"Taylor. Walker and Ogilvy, fourth- year head coach will
and then their bench create a lot stick to his guns — "if it ain't
of problems for us. We're going broke, don't fix it."
to have to do the best job we've
"We're going to play like
d011e all year of defending in
we've been playing," he said.
the paint."
"We really run arid push it in
Murray State (304) holds
In See VANDERBILT, 10A
opponents to 38 percent from
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MSU BASEBALL

•Vanderbilt

'Breds
knock off
No. 22
Kentucky
1114 tlw Bred% held oil
late
Wildcat tally in handing No 22
Kentucky H
S defeat Monday
(

Hagan

With a three-rtm leading heading into the bottom ol die ninth,
MSt
turned to ace Chris
Crayerrift

A pair ol walks raid a

base ha loaded the beset with to
outs Olin% littiton delivered an
RBI pinch hit single
With the winning

season-high )7 rams

-rh•

helped the iiirds puth acroax an
uneained nun in the second.',awl,
lehithed on fielding ruin hy the
liritt Newman and t onikti Moore
followed wall giounder
%et.
ond that was thrown avvay, put
ting minters on %mond and third
no outs.

Bryan

grounded out to short
third
Flir Wildcats Ili It
ed
HA Braden

hoptit
to score

Laws trom

respond-

Kapetyn
started the second with a solo

home run to left
fired% (7 10 regained the
lead in the third ik% tacit Noonan
drew a 1111C 411 1,114C MI 141114 mid
Hilo( trey followed with a single
up the middle. Cunningham
delivered thc big blow with a

(hive tun opp% elite field

krialle P.111
10 left critter.
MS1 lidded
os lead
the
fourth ill Jonathan ('rayriaft

prp

shirt

•ophoith,re

110M

average% 6 I and
5 s point% and irhound% 0 night.
retpectivelv
'
Taylor. a 6 7 tophomore
guard, W11% also a second-team
All SIT

selectoon

and

Wit%

named I., the All-Defentive
team
lir Sweden 14041i110 IN good
for 1; 4 poling per night anti
boards gottir
Mtir
Iso“,
Miles vvill get the atsignment
guarding Jermatne Beal, who
leads the team in scoring at 14 7
points per game fie WWI 9 WW1
imous first team All-SEC !Klee

tion
"Our

guards have been good

The lireds return In the diamond Wednesday afternoon as

they play host to Southern
Illinois. Vast pitch is set lor 2
p.m. at Reagan Field.

AROUND THE,
STATE

Former
coaches face
sex charges
in Ohio Co.
IIAIOFORD. Ky. (AP)
Two former high school coaches
have been charged with having
sexual relations with teenage
girls
Kentucky State Police arrested
43-year-old Terry W Nofsunger
of Oreenville and 12-yearold
Nathan fi. Phelps of Hartford
Police say the allegations
occurred between June 200) and
May 2(101 when Nofsinger and
Phelps were employed by Ohio
County lligh School as basketball
coaches.
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The
problem
Kennedy has. however. will
cane from the inside presence
-Tony holey is very Haiku
and long and he•s going to have
to ploy the best game he has all
yeat." Kennedy said "Jeff in
such a tough mat( Imp, because
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man to man and then played
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SEC second team tot the !hod
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rebounds a game. while Vainly
is right there at th.4.11w Racers
do have the advantage form 11
shooting standpoint, lighting op
the nets toi SO ',coon as
opposed to Vandy's 41 percent
If there is one
oncern
Kennedy has. it comes from a
defensive oandpoini. where he
wonder. how his team will stack
up against Vanderbill's trade-

then pet simnel and there is noi
weakness they ore good in
every phase "
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Winning
the
OVC
(llampionahip brings many
benefits. hut the inost profound
lor Kennedy is the time his team
has had ()ft mince the March lith

62-51

victory over Morehead

State
The time oft has done wondet s for the Racers Irian a mental. phytit al anti emotional
standpoint
"We've been shle to enjoy
this so to speak.- he mid. "Now
it's time to gel back to business.
We took three or four days off
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Ow preitetittott, Wettl
one of the maim's

side plat e to land in the ta. e 01
mcieased attention and piesstin,
from ortehes and

biggest sutprises. going 1/I s
and
ti No It) tank in the
AP poll going into the NUAA
Tournament this week

But now Mat Fields has made
het college (let:ilium and wilt
soon be playing
the Big Vast.
it s
k to the coaching volfp.tle

As a hirmet college (malt.
n1111 Wilt4 laile to aid held. in the
process as an insider of mitts

lot Inal
"We'll
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'The
Calloway
standout
received hes I irst college (moat;
as a sisth-gradet when she gin ti
questionnaire 111 the mail from
Tennessee.
Serious recruitment of the
versatile
loot frawanl began
her freshman year. when she
started receiving letters.
family didn't begin visiting schools
this year.
"I lust trolly tried tit organize
things for her so Ow timid make

IdnekOin
mom of her conversations hut
she really took care of building
relationships with the coaches"
Fields grew up in college
gyms with het mother. anti I)isl
made %me she always went the
extra step to improve
When the family moved to
Murray and Fields began playing little league. the WA% taller
and mitre attache than any of the
other Pith. gt
f
het to
dribble with her tight hand in
games

he getting in the
gym," she said -to ploy in the
Big hist. she's really gm to get
stronger. sit we're going to hit
the weights (rum now until she

goes She's got to work on het
three point %hot and her 'tee
throws. ms well."
Fields said WeAt
head coach Mike Catey projects
her itt the litter lit,citinti. hut
want. her to rot its on her outside
shooting
She finished her tuning season as the state's sisal -leading
%niter. rivet aging 2,1.fi points per

game. and II% ninth -leading
rettotintirr. pulling down 12.1
boards pvi oiliest. while shoot
ing 1M per: ent from the field
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This past season, l/ial reverted to a more motherly role. She
wanted to give her daughter a

Mohandas Onrufhi

and then practiced three or four
days. I think our guy% are excited They have been sharp and
the consistency and effort from
our guys tri practice every day
has made iis good They have

horn good Ilte. pa,41
espeet iis

week and 1
play well "
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